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The Exercises Were Public but Lower Pullman Berth Rates-BControSupreme Court Room Is
versy Is Up Again.
Very Small.
inger-Pinch-

Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. Edward Douglass White today took the
oath of office as chief justice of the
United States supreme court.
Harlan Administers Oath.
Washington, Dec. 19. Simple pubic ceremonies of installation were
held in the presence of the bench and
a distinguished gathering that filled
the little court room. The oath of allegiance was administrated by Associate Justice Harlan.
A Simple

Ceremony.

Washington, Dec. 19. Because of
the overwhelming modesty of Chief
Justice White, officials of the court
were uncertain as to the exact details
of. the ceremony of the day until they
had actually occurred. In a general
way, the broad customs attending the
induction into office of the head of
the court were followed.
Unlike the inauguration of a President as the head of the
branch of the government, the Induction into office of a chief justice
of the United States has always been
a comparatively unostentattious occasion. Instead of an escort from the
capitol to the White hous composed
of gaily attired civic organizations
and seasoned military commands, a
new chief justice has only his black
robed brethren on the bench in procession from the robing room to the
court room; instead of his approach
being heralded by the loud huzzas of
cheering thousands, the advance to
power of a new chief justice Is announced by nothing more than the
solitary tones of the court crier; instead of an inaugural address outlining his policies the only utterance of
a new chief justice is the solemn
words of his oath of office.
The dignity resting in the customs
founded on the swearing into office
of John Jay, John Rutledge, Oliver
Ellsworth, and John Marshall, and
perfected in the days of Roger B.
Taney, Salmon P. Chase, Morrison R.
Waite and Melville W. Fuller was not
materially .disturbed today by radical
innovations.
The ceremonies of elevating an
justice of the court into the
chief justiceship of the nation began
in the secret confines of the court's
robing room. It is here that the
oath of allegiance is administered,
just before the court takes its place
on the bench. The oath prepared for
today's occasion, followed the form
prescribed by law. It read:
"I, Edward Douglass White, do solemnly swear that I will support and
defend the constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign
and domestic; that I will bear true
faith and allegiance to the same; that
I take this obligation freely, w'itnout
any mental reservation or purpose of
evasion, and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am' about to enter.
So help me God."
It was a similar oath of allegiance
that created such a tempest in the
court, black in reconstruction days.
Hence unusual interest was centered
in its administration today to tne
first chief justice, who Bad borne
arms in the cause of the confederacy
by the senior associate justice of the
court, Justice Harlan, who had borne
at the same time in the cause
, arms
of the nation.
Doubt had existed before the ceremonies as to whether the new chief
justice would halt at the clerk's desk
in the court room to take the oath
there as most of the men who have
occupied
positions on the bench
have done, or whether, he would assume his usual place on the bench
and take the oath there as Chief Justice Chase did. There was doubt also
as to whether he would hold in his
hand the historic Bible that practically all the chief justices and associate justices have used in this ceremony of whether he would follow the
custom of Chief Justice Chase in taking the oath on a Bible provided for
-

the

occasion.

The oath which the new chief justice subscribed to In the open court is
known as the judicial oath as distinguished from the oath of allegiance
It read:
"I, Edward Douglass White, do solemnly swear that I will administer
justice without respect to persons,
and do equal right to the poor and to
the rich, and that I will faithfully and
Impartially discharge and perform all
the duties incumbent on me as chief
justice of the United States according
to the best of my abilities and under
standing, agreebaly to the constitution and laws of the United States.
So help me God."

KEETIES

EXAMINERS

Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police returned last evening from
berson reported his joint resolution Estancia where he attended a mass
on the boundary of Texas-Nej
Mexico meeting as a representative of Governor Mills. Captain' Fornoff reports
'favorably in an extended report that while there
is undoubted poverty
which was ordered printed. It dis- in the Estancia
valley, there was no
closed that about fifty-similes of evidence of real destitution as yet.
the boundary is not connected, most- The greatest needs will be seed for
ly western boundary of Yoakum and spring planting, and the mass meeting
Cochran and the eastern boundary of adopted a memorial addressed to Dele-- :
Chaves counties. Culberson
insists gate to Congress W. H. Andrews urg-- !
that the hiatus must be connected and ing him to make representations to
considered as the one hundred
and 'the Secretary of Agriculture so as to
third meridian. He reviews at length persuade him to furnish free seed to
the acts of Congress, of Texas, the Estancia valley farmers in time
Clark's survey notes and reports. A for next season's crops.
compromise is spoken of by which
Beavers Making Trouble.
New Mexico for relinquishing all Its
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable toclaims would be given a million acres day received two
complaints from Rio
of public lands either for industrial Arriba county and
two from Colfax
training schools or for municipal im- county, that beavers are doing much
provements at Albuquerque, Santa Fe, damage to irrigation dams, headgates
Las Vegas and other incorporated and orchards and
asking for permiscities and towns of the Territory.
sion to exterminate the animals which
Washington, Dec. 19. The tenta- at present are protected.
tive approval of the Interstate ComBar Examiners Meet,
merce Commission has been given to
The territorial board of bar examthe reduction in charges for upper iners met on
Attorney W. J.
berths on Pullman cars, the reduction Lucas of Las Saturday,
Vegas, and Julius Staab
being twenty per cent from the price of Albuquerque as well as Secretary
of lower berths. The new charge be- Jose D. Sena
being present. Examinacomes effective throughout the Unit- tion
were drafted and
questions
ed States on or before January 20, twenty-fiv- e
examined.
applications
1911. The rates for a long distance One
applicant said he would swear
on lowers will also be reduced, based to
everything except the place and
on a charge of two dollars for a twelve date of his
birth, which he said, howhour run.
ever, was a matter of family record.
Ballinger-PinchoThe board will meet again on January
Washington, Dec. 19. The majority 4, 1911, to examine applicants.
and minority reports of the special
Governor Mills today appointed
Ballinger-Pincho- t
investigation com- Austin A. Ball of Farmington, San
mittee will be reported out of the Juan county, and Ross M. Merritt of
House committee on agriculture, to Albuquerque, notaries public.
which they were referred, without
Territorial Funds.
comment.
This will put the matter
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
before the House in the shape of the today received $9,178.47 from E.
,
treasurer of Bernalillo county.
minority members wish, and a motion
to adopt the majority report will be
The office force of the executive
followed by a motion to substitute office is mailing out today a thousand
the minority report. There will" be copies of thi annual report of Governor
considerable speech-makinMills which is shucv full of interprobably
before the controversy is out of the esting and accurate statistics of New
Mexico conditions.
way.
Cul-
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PREPARING FOR CENTRAL
AMERICAN EXPEDITION.

The Santa Fe archaeologists will
scon be on their way to Central America to do excavation work and study
the Mayan ruins. The party expects
to sail from New Orleans January 3,
for Puerto Barrios, Guatemala,
and
be gone four months. In the party
will be Director E. L. Hewitt, of the
School of American Archaeology;
Sylvanus Griswold Morley adn Jesse
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Emmer, a New Wheat Declared to Be Absolutely
Drouth Resisting
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Developed by Professor B. C.
Buffum in Big Horn Basin,
Wyoming.
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Rumor Has It That Gunboat Will
Be Turned Over to Mexi.
can Rebels.
New Orleans, Dec:

19.

Much

ex-

citement was created in local Central
American circles this morning when it
became known that the former U. S.
gunboat, the Hornet, was purchased
several months ago from the government by a local firm, had been coaled,
provisioned and a crew signed and
would make an effort today for Central America. Statements of. local
papers connect the Hornet with the
revolutionary movement in Honduras
but former President Bonilla of that
republic denies any connection with
the Hornet.
Cleared for Cape Gracias.
New Orleans, Dec. 19. The Hornet
cleared this afternoon for Cape Gra
cias. Included among the crew are
several men said to have been connected with previous filibustering expeditions against Central American republics.
Bought By Mexican Revolutionists.
New Orleans, Dec. 19. Another
rumor was that the Hornet would be
turned over to the Mexican revolutionists. The Hornet was the private
yacht. of Henry M. Flagler prior to

the Spanish American war.

Ins Democratio convention on S;;V
urday, by courtesy called a territorial
convention, was a psychological
as
well as political puzzle. Not that its
declarations
were
unexpected
they were telegraphed out of Santa
Fe six hours before the convention
adopted the resolutions but on account of the motives,
the devious
workings of the bosses, the lack of
enthusiasm, the spirit of doubt and
unrest that pervaded the membership.
The convention consisted of sixty
men from the sixteen of tlie twenty-sicounties. These sixty men had in
their pockets proxies representing 170
of the 272 delegates which were to
have been chosen. These sixty men
had been selected at direct primaries?
Some had just selected
Oh, no!
themselves even without the formality of a convention. Others at mass conventions like that at Roswell of which
the outside precincts complained they
had no notice. A few counties had
delegate conventions at which many
precincts were not represented. But
be that as it may, the convention on
Saturday laboriously marched up the
hill and then stealthily sneaked down
the other side. It condemned
the
constitution as
but in
the same breath declared it would not
be
to vote for it.
The resolutions themselves
show
the beautiful diction of J. H. Crist
and the Machiavellian
meaningless-nes- s
of A. A. Jones. They are remarkable because of their self restraint. There is no charge that the
constitution is "rumsoaked"
and
"trust made"; there is no claim that
the rights of the people were trampled upon by the interests; there is no
thunder against the gang and no denunciation of the Republicans
as
such. The resolutions are more remarkable for what they do not contain than for what Vey .say.
The convention was in session from
two o'clock In the afternoon to midnight with a recess for supper, but all
the convention work was done in
less than an hour, while the time was
wasted behind
closed
committee
doors. At one time, the newspaper
representatives were politely asked to
step outside and they obeyed, but behind the closed doors the little committee found it just as difficult as did
the constitutional convention . of 100
members to reconciliate all differences of opinior
There was no get
ting away from the fact that of the
were opsixty delegates, thirty-siposed to the constitution, but each of
those thirty-sihad some diffsrent
reasons.
These thirty-sihad the
power to put it all over the other
twenty-fou- r
who had proxies, giving
them altogether seventy-twvotes
votes the opagainst the ninety-eigh- t
ponents of the fundamental law commanded.
But the majority was not
tyrannical; it did not dare to be, for
it knew that the use of the steam
roller would have rent from bow to
stern what was left of the Democratic hulk. There was a psychological moment during the evening session, when cne word from the leaders
like W. B. Walton, who has been duo-bethe Grant County Napoleon, both
on account of his appearance and his
tactics, would have been the spark
that would have sent up the entire
Democratic .works. But the moment
passed, and the resolutions were
adopted with a faint "yea," while a
still fainter "nay" was recorded.
It
was a Pyrrhus victory for the irrecon-cilableand they knew it for their
leader remarked to a leader on the
other side: 'No use of your opposing
these resolutions for they do not
mean anything." But the whole thing
was a demonstration of how five or
six men can dominate an entire party
that is in as deep a trance as is the
.
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Mr. Nusbaum will go direct to New
Denver, Dec. 19. According to ProOrleans and there meet Mr. Hewitt,
fessor B. C. Buffum, formerly of the
who now is in Washington.
Colorado Agricultural College,
and
now in charge of the Worland Experimental Farm in the Bis Horn Basin.
OR ET HOW
Wyoming, a new cattle feeding grain",
has been developed at the Wyoming
farm after four years of experiment-- j
The grain, which is a cross be-- !
ft FILIBUSTERER ing.
tween Russian spelt and American
wheat is called Emmer. It is said
to be
adapted to irri-- j
Sailed This Afternoon From gated or arid soil, and capable of giv-- i
a yield from ninety to a hundred
Port of New Orleans for ing
uusneis to the acre. It means a new
era for the vast dry farming areas of
Cape Gracias
the arid west.
HER DESTINATION

;

x

L. Nusbaum.

Mr. Morley left last night for the
East, going first to Swarthmore, Pa.
and then to Providence, R. I., where
he will read two papers on the books
of Chilan Balam, the chronicles on
which the history of Yucatan Is
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Beavers Continue to Do Damage Convention Does Not Make At - Tennessee Statesman Denies To Consist of One Chamber and Thirteen
Killed, Thousand fn
in Rio Arriba and Colfax
titude As To Approval Test
That Report of Committee
Will Elept President for
in
Dramatic
Catastrophe
jured
Counties.
of Party Fealty.
Had Been Unanimous.
Five Years.
in New York City

all

ot

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Dec. 19. Senator

OF BAB

TOTS WANDERED AWAY
FROM HOME IN MORA.
Boy Is Frozen to Death and Girl In
Pitiable Condition, Vainly Tried
to Save Her Younger Brother
Today Julia and Juan, aged 8 and
6, respectively, and children of S.
Lucero. a ranchman, living ear Tur- key mountains, fifteen miles southwest of Wagon Mound, who last Mon-- ,
day were sent in search of some
goats and fail d to return, were found
several nines irora nome auer a
search of five days and nights.
The little girl was still alive, but In
pitiable condition from hunger and
exposure. She directed the searchers
to the body of her brother, who, was
frozen to death after being thoroughly drenched in an attempt to get a
drink from a creek.
He had been saved from Immediate drowning by the heroic efforts of

his half starved sister.
After huddling together on a rock,
as had been their custom for several
nights, to be lullabled by the howls of
wolves and coyotes, they soon fell
asleep.
The girl, on awakening, tried to
rouse her brother, only to find him
frizen to death.
Undaunted, she lift the body and
pressed on in the hope of someone
bearing her cries, when the posse
came upon ner.
7

o

d
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New Mexico Democracy.
But before the Democratic "hosts"
with the accent on the "hosts,"
went home, the conservatives had to
pay one more price for the unprecedented moderation of the radicals.
Napoleon Walton was sent to Elba.
To make the dose palatable, however, another conservative, W. C.
McDonald of Carrizozo, was elected
to succeed him as chairman of the
Democratic territorial central committee and Summers Burkhart of Albuquerque was retained as secretary.
Already Bernadotte Jones has visions
of a "Coming Back From Elba" movement at the tag end of which there
will be no St Helena. But now to
the story in chronological order.
Permanent Organization.
When the convention
reassembled
on Saturday afernoon, after a recess,
Dr. J. H. Wroth of Albuquerque, for
the committee on permanent organization, reported the following for permanent officers and tnose took their
stations: E. C. Ie Baca of East Las
Vegas, chairman, and Eugenio Romero of Mora, secretary. The credentials committee reported that there
weTe no contests. However, it had

..r

i
U.
Dec.
Tenn.,
.New York. Dec.
Lrfsuon. Dec. is. it is ex pecu'U tnai
Twelve nor- Senator Frazier of Tennesee stated a constituent assembly will be cuu-- j sons were killed, two of them women,
vened in April. The present call is and thirty were injured in a double
today that the Washington dispatches for the
creation of a single chamber explosion of gas and dynamite in the
and that the senate
re- le
gislative body of two hundred mem-- ; now electric power house of the New
port was unanimous in The Lorimer :bers which will elect the president of 'York Central railroad this morning.
bribery invsiigaUon wore incorrect. Itho republic for a five years term, The explosion shattered hundreds of
Senator Frazier says he filed with th American constructors will be invited windows in the big hotels and apart-jtbid on the ships of the new Portu-inten- t
houses of the neighborhood of
full committee a statement disagreeterminal. A dynamite
ing with the other members of the iguese navy, which will include three; the railroad
who found that ti -- Ki.nno ton battleships, three cruisers, blast picked up the north bound trol- twelve destroyers and six submarines. ley car, lifted it in the air and sent
bribery charges were not tjroven.
it crashing down upon an automoSeven Votes Were Corrupt.
bile which was passingou the other
Chattanooga, Dec. 19 Senator Fra- HOWARD S. REED AT
LAST GIVEN A DIVORCE. side of the street. Four of the passzier stated in his report that in his
engers were killed and every other
judgment the evidence established
that four members of the Illinois leg- Former Santa Fe Residents Who Have person in the car injured. The substation where the explosion occurred
Figured Luridly in the Divorce
islature who voted for Lorimer were
is located on Fiftieth street and Lexin
Courts
Late
Years.
bribed to do so, and that they were
The explosion partington avenue.
bribed by three other members of the
Dec. 19. Mrs. How- ly wrecked the fire engine house nearColo.,
Denver,
who
had
for
voted
Lorimer
legislature
by and prevented the firemen from
was that ard S. Reed's three tentative divorce
and that his conclusion
,ne apparatus into tne street.
her
suits
noted
hunter
against
seven votes cast for Lorimer were
and Hayes and
Iband might have resulted in a fourth MonsiK"ors
corrupted.

Chattanooga,

S.

j

j
'

o

. ., 'Fathers O'Connor. McOuade. Sinnot.t
,!
if
,i,i.,i .!.,..
01
Patricks cathedral,
some divorcing himself, and he wasnu
hurried to the scene and administered
wrangled a while over the
knotty successful the first time.
last rites of the eh. .eh to the
question whether Chairman W. B.
Reed secured a divorce from his jtho
Vw.
At
ntoro RrnnnK V iniiiT-o.- t
Walton could cast the votes of Chaves
wife, a former well known society ofiiee substation on Fort"
eth
street
and Eddy counties which had been enfrom
Cole
of
woman,
Judge
Imperial
:Vnllo
trusted to him. A recess was then
taken until 8 p. m., to permit the comMrs. Reed was Lillian M. Cole, sis- slightly injured several clerks and
mittee of resolutions to forrlate a ter of Mrs. J. A. Snedaker of Denver. threw the mail in all directions. In
platform. This committee assigned She was a social leader when she mar- the Xew York nursery and Childs hospital, the ceilings were partly shaken
consistthe task to a
ried Reed in May 1906. Her first six-- l down
and the windows broken
but
of
H.
B.
of
Albuquermonths were spent in Alaska on a
ing
Fergusson
none of the three hunque; W. B. Walton of Silver City; J. hunting trip, where she proved herself fortunately
dred children there were badly hurt
H. I'axton of Las Cruces; A, A. Jones able with the rifle and skinning knife,
The powerhouse took fire after the exof Las Vegas; and J. H. Crist of Mon-er- Every twelve months for the past
and the interior burned out.
This committee had labored as- three years she has filed suit for di plosion
Just what caused the explosion probsiduously and Its product satisfied vorce, but they made up before the ably never will be
known, it is said
the whole committee except in one cases came to trial. The last time that there were
in
workmen
many
was
when
she alleged that Reed made the
particular, the clause relating to the
building at the time and few of
public hinds, and this was modified. her drive a delivery wagon into Los these have been accounted for.
It was after 10 p. m., when the re- Angeles and trade eggs for vegetables Hundred Teachers Hurled to Floor.
port was read to the sleepy conven- and groceries. She also said she had
New York, Dec. 19. In the Bible
tion. It aroused no enthusiasm, there to do her own work on their farm teachers training school on
Lexington
was no
what Is worse, near Los Angeles.
avenue, directly opposite the power
his
Reed,
his
wife,
alleges
spent
it aroused no opposition. There was
house, one hundred and twenty-fiv- e
a moment's silence.
Then those in time traveling around the world on men and women who were on their
He
an
amateur way to
is
favor of the resolutions were asked to long .hunting trips.
breakfast, were hurled to the
naturalist.'
floor.
say "aye." There were half a dozen
Many were injured and then
Reed sued for divorce recently, intaken to the hospitals. All windows
faint "ayes." Then the "nays" were
called for and there were half a doz- troducing compromising letters as evi- were blown in and the ceilings felL
which were said to have been
dence,
The damage by the explosion nrnh- en still fainter "nays," and the chairwritten by Mrs. Reed. The divorce
will reach half a million.
man declared the resolutions earned. was
jably
granted in spite of a
However, tae resolutions werj careNine Bodies Recovered.
which Mrs. Reed brought.
New Y'ork, Dec. 19. Nine bodies
fully guarded; even the Democratic
About one month ago Mrs. Reed's
newspapers
present were refused Los Angeles attorney filed suit have been recovered and four workcopies.
Sunday was 3pmit in still against her for $1,000, which he said men are believed to be buried In the
further whittling them down and
was due him because he had acted as ruins. At least two of the injured
the rough edges. The resolu- attorney and mediator in
those three taken to the hospital will die.
tions perform the seemingly lmpossi-l- divorce suits which never
Patrolmen Tooruey was on Lexingreached
task of reconciling two irreeoncll-in- trial.
ton avenue when the explosion oc
positions, of riding two horse3 in
Reed is the son of Mia. Cynthia curred. Just ahead of him, a
was
the opposite directions at the same Reed of Chicago. He was the presi- killed, one of her legs beinggirlblown
time. In that respect they are a mas- dent of a bank in Santa Fe, N. M., and off, while Toomey himself was blown
terpiece, a model, a literary gem of owns real estate in Imperial county, clear across the street and his uniform nearly torn from him. Ho was
California.
political craftmanship.
The Boundary Question.
badly hurt. A gang of fifty bricklayers, sixty feet in the air, on a big pow- Then came a surprise, which any- CHARLTON HABEAS CORPUS
XI
flf tmiMinn
where else would have aroused a
HEARING AGAIN POSTPDNPn v..
kunuiub near me scene or tne ex- nad
a
narrow
p;OR!on
escape. The ex- N.
gathering of New Mexico men to
Trenton,
J., Dec. 19. The hear-- !
uvidil-some demonstration of interest. But ing in the United States circuit court
me uig scanoiu on
it did not on Saturday evening. J. H. in the habeas corpus proceedings in which they were working, and tossed
Crist moved that the committee on the case of Porter Charlton, wanted the men over the wall onto another
resolutions be authorized to draft a in Italy for the murder of his wife, sraltolding on the inside. Only one
man of the gang was injured.
separate resolution on the boundary Mary Scott Castle Charlton were toHurled Through Plate Glass Door.
question to be sent Delegate W. H. day postponed until January 9.
New York, Dec. 19. The police are
Andrews without reporting back to
of the opinion that the explosion octhe convention. Isaac Barth aroused
curred in some gas tanks which comhimself sufficiently to Temark that it
municated it. it is reported to the dya
was rather unusual to empower
IflLUlSL III
namite, which one of the officials of
committee to draft a resolution and
the New York Central said he underadopt it for a convention without the
stood was stored
near the power
convention knowing the purport of
house. A little girl was about to enthen
Crist
Mr.
resolution.
the
ter a candy store on Fifty-firs- t
street
He told of the successive
when the
attempts Texas has made to swipe Confidential Report on War was picked explosion occurred. She
up bodily and hurled
I, 200 sections of land from New Mexa plate glass door of the store
Never Reach through
Prepar
ico, and how Delegate W. H. Andrews
and dropped in front of the candy
Sereno Payne,
had instigated-Hon- .
ed President
counter. There was not a scratch on
of
session
congress,
at
last
the
only
her.
to defeat the iniquitous Culberson resMore Than a Thousand Hurt.
olution which has again made its ap- WAS DRAFTED BY GEN. MOD
New York,, rw io-- . tkw
said
He
that
in
tuuiccu pel- congress.
pearance
sons lost their lives, fifty
were Inown
at
his
Andrews
expense
Delegate
jured and a thou
i
oviio uaui,'
had printed thousands of copies of a Submitted to Congress and Then shaken
up in the explosion of the car
brief, which was irrefutable, and that
Withdrawn Upon Order of
gas tanus and dynamite in
uguuns
on
the
laid
had
thereupon, congress
the new six story power station of
Chief
Executive.
its
at
shelf the Culberson resolution
the New York Central under course
last session"..
of construction.
W. R. McGill made a feeble reply
Chicago, Dec. 19. A special from
Gas and Dynamite.
in which he made several startling Washington says: "Somebody'3 blunNew York. Dpo
rm
iq km,.
statements. But he modified those der was the cause of
Croker says that he believes that the
scare
war
the
statements by saying that they are
which has set official circles topsy first explosion was that of lighting
merely the opinion of a jack leg lawgas and a second
nun- deturvey for the last few days. The uiuus ui pounus orexplosion of
yer. One of these was, that the
which
dynamite
fining of state boundaries was not a President was entirely ignorant of lay within fifty feet of the gas tank.
state question but a national ques- the contents of the report sent Con
INDIAN TURQUOISE TAKERS
tion. (He had evidently never heard gress by
Secretary of War Dickinson
that every state constitution defines and afterward
ARE NOT A MYTH.
suppressed.
Secretary
the boundaries of the state.) He declared that congress alone had the Dickinson understood that the Presi After Years of Effort J. P. McNulty,
dent had seen and approved the re
Manager for Tiffany, Succeeds
right to fix state boundaries. (This
port. The report was prepared by
would
in Getting Four Nabbed.
effect
into
proposition put
General Leonard Wood during
cause another Civil War.) He topped Major
the absence of the secretary on a The story of the removal nt
these statements by saying that the
around the world. General Wood quoise from the
Texas- - New Mexico boundary dispute trip
Tiffany mines by In
directed that the document be submit- dians wno still feel
no
was
that they have a
That
it
been
settled.
had
to
ted
the President and
this right to the
s
stones used
(He evi- had been done. But the supposednever
longer an open question.
in the ceremonies annears tn ha any
report
dently has not followed the frantic reached the President's desk. Secreefforts of Texas lately made to have tary Dickinson returned, read the re- thing but a myth. For years J P.
McNulty, in charge of the mines lias
it adjudicated.)
port, and gave his sanction in the be- been
But the convention kept on slum- lief that the contents were known to the complaining that Indians stole
turquoise by night, especially on
bering. Crist in despair withdrew the president." (A copy of the report
nights, but it was an exhis resolution, but Isaac Barth now was sent the New Mexican by the As- moonlightdifficult
tremely
task to get proofs.
came to the rescue. With stentorian sociated Press before
asCongress
There now are four Indians in the
corn- moved
a
that
he
special
sembled but was later destroyed with- local Jail,
voice,
brought hither yesterday
out being DUbllahed on nrrtpra frnm
Continued on Page Eight.
Associated Press headquarters.)
Continued on Page Eight.
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THE LITTLE STORE

1

WE HAVE THE GOODS

UP.

DAILY ROUND

THE

3

GO, LITTLE BOOK.
"Go, little book;
Win from my dear one's eyes pleas
ed look."
Thus did the poet of old times essay
The dedication of his ara'rous lay,
That so his line might speed his halting verse
To reach his lady's heart, how'er
preserve.
Ah, me! 'What changes in the way 01
men!
grasp
Today, with the lover's zeal.
my pen;
But 'tis to sisn one more of those
large cheques
Which Nancy's violets weekly turn
to wrecks.
The cheque pad thins; I sigh with
ling'ring look.
"Go, little book."
.1. GILBERT, in January Smart Set

FRESH GROCERIES,
CHOICE FRESH CANDIES
FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

1

TRY US.
m inter Grocery Co.
vv
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

Guilty of Larceny In district court
at Roswell, S. M. Owens was found
1.1
.tl.
guuiy oi me larceny ui a u,lc.
a
in
Two Hurt
Runaway
Chaves and Alfredo Chaves were bad-w- ,
ly hurt in a runaway accident at RosC

WE GIVE CASE EEG1STFR TICKETS
PURCHASES
CAfeH
WITH ALL

I
!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Palace.
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
T.
H.
J. D. Hand,
Herring,
We, the undersigned, have known
C. S. Hutson, Antonio Paoeco, Los AlF. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
amos: W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas; P. J.
believe him perfectly honorable In
Kelly, F. J. Paradise, Denver; Mr. nil tincinoca tranaapttnTta anil finnn.
W. Chares, Denver;!,,
and Mrs. C.
able tQ carry out any
James S. Black, Albuquerque; W. X j tjons ffiade by Wg flrm
Roseboro, Denver; William Hoffman, j WALDIXGl RINNAN, & MARVIN,
Salt
E. F. McGinnis,
Albuquerque;
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Lake; E. E. Meier, Chocago; J. Mara, Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern-S-,
J., Las Vegas; Joseph Goss,
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
cago.
Claire
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c
Robert per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
R. B. Willis, Phoenix
Take Hall '3 Family Pills for
Brooks, St. Joseph, Mo.; Ferdinand
Atchison, Kansas City; L. W. Seward, Mesilla Park; Mrs. S. Casey,
ROAD TAX NOTICE.
L. W. Galles, Albuquerque;
The time for paying road tax In the
Roland Harwell, Mesilla Park; Robert E. Sanders, St. Louis; F. J. city has been extended until December 31, 1910. Those who have not yet
Knight, Denver; F. C. Bakes, Albupaid should take or send the money
querque.
to police headquarters on San FrancisMontezuma.
co street when a receipt will be given
C. P. Baxter, J. A. Wood, Kansas
or sent them.
Las
East
G.
Vegas;
Ogle,
City; W.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
W,
T. 0. Britton, Oklahoma City; E.
Mayor.
Rnonrro. ' W B. Walton. Silver
, r,nv.a.
,,,
w
:V
y- ,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
K. Mcuill. La iianae; j. u. aiuiis'"-.
F. Take LAXATIVE KRiMO Quinine Tablets
H.
Morrison,
E.
J.
Albuquerque;
Drupgists i efund rroDey if it fails to cure E
James portales H B. Fergusson,
......... W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c

I

?

What is more acceptable and appropriate for a Christmas gift than
a nice pair o shoes, a pair of slippers
or some of those comfy house slip-

2

Very Appropriate for
Christmas Gifts.

I

LIDAY GOODS
In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attrao

Que-mad-

tive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

Come How and Make Your Selections

i

Deaths From Pneumonia-Pe- dro
.cn.us,
Duran and Apolonio Romero died at uunueriiuc; vj. n.
,
ill- Barth, Albuquerque; Ramon U.
Springer, last week, after a brief
J.
L.
S.
Burton,
Albuquerque;
ness of pneumonia.
Leonardo Har- Karros Peads Guilty Atencio aw S. Wroth, Albuqueque;
K
Candler J.
J.
rich,
Albuquerque;
at
Las Vegas on;
rros pleaded guilty
A.
jf ieiscner,
Cruces:
H
Las
Paxton
Saturday to assaulting a woman with
For Best Laundry Work
Albuquerque.
a deadly weapon.
Coronado
Roswell Jail is Crowded The RosFrancisco basket leaves Monday Tuesday
G. Quintana, Pojuaque;
well iail is crowded and Chief Justice
Lamy; Returns Thursday and Friday.
Chavez,
W. H. Pope will this week sentence Chavez, Joaquin
A. A.
of Thomas White, Mcintosh;
twentv-twuersons convicted
AGENCY atO. E. Barber Shop crime.
sena, &ast Las vegas; j. .
AlbuMrs.FO. BROWN Agent
O.
Estancia
Archuleta,
Larrazolo. at
Tonight t Las Vegas; R.
r.
This evening, at KStancia, non. u. a. querque.
Phone No. 23 Red
Larrazola and Colonel George W
Prichard will address a mass meeting Foley Kidney Pills are tonic In acin favor of the ratification of the con- tion, quick In results, and restore the
stitution.
and
natural action of the kidneys
Murder at Mountainair The victim bladder.
correct Irregularities.
They
of the murder at Mountainair on last
Thursday night reported in SatuREEXTENDING
rday's New Mexican, was Lazaro Lo- CERTIFICATE
CHARTER.
Manuel Barela,
His
pez
Department,
Treasury
with
charged
in
at
Estancia,
is
jail
Office of Comntroller of the Cur
the crime.
rency.
Sentenced to the Penitenitary Rob
1910.
ert K Nix of El Paso was sentenced Washington, D. C, Dec. 2,
at Roswell, by Chief Justice Pope, to Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
has
.1
fifteen mpnths, and Jesus Valverde of presented to the undersigned, it
FIRST
THE
that
made
to
been
appear
El Paso to six months in the peniten-NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
tinry for smuggling Chinese into the
in the City of Santa Fe m the
Unii ed States
of Santa Fe and Territory of
County
Portales-ToniEditor
ght,
We have received the first shipment
Mabry at
has complied with all
New
Mexico,
will
of
Ball Bearing Buggies with which
T.J Mabry of the Clovis Journal,
of the Act of Conmake an address at Portales in favor the provisions
we expect to stock our barn eventual-- !
cuauic
H was a
f tho rmstitntimi.
extend their corporate i ly. These are very high class rigs,;
ocratic delegate to the constitutional sociations to for other
and
existence,
purposes,'' ) enUiPpe(i with lights fulfilling the city
will
convention and therefore
speak
amenaeo ordinance.
as
12,
approved
July
from the first hand knowledge.
the act approved April 12,1902;
Railroad
Company byKrnw
Santa Fe
TTIFTRTrVFrTRP! T. T.AWRF.Nf!E
Fined Chief Justice Wm. ,H. Pope at
a marvellously
light running
O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the
Roswell fined the Santa Fe Railroad
THE vehicle!
do
that
rency,
certify
hereby
company $100 and costs for running FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
a train of goats more than 28 hours
WI1LISIS 4
located in the City of Santa Fe,
without a rest. The goats were being FE,
of Santa Fe, and Terriin
the
County
com310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Red.
shipped from Arizona and the
tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
plaint came from Clovis.
for
the
succession
have
speciperiod
Manuel P.
Joins the Republicans
fied in its amended articles of associa- You Wili Greet
Martinez, until recently a Democratic
tion; namely, until close of business
leader in Guadalupe county, appeared on
With Pleasure
December 2, 1930.
before the Republican primary at
TESTIMONY WHEREOF wit- IN
that
announced
Santa Rosa and
henceforth he would support Repub-- ,
b
o
m
lican principles and would labor for
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
the adoption of the constitution.
Comptroller of the Currency.
Young Boy at Reform School John (Seal)
of
10
Alamogordo, Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767.
years,
Ryan, aged
entered the territorial reform school
at Springer last Friday. He was sentenced for nine months by Judge CBiCHESTEO S PILLS
The hoy says his father
Wright.
Ask yonr I'ruejrist
is in China and that his mother has
in Rfd and Haiti
to take in washing for a living while
toxes, sealed with Blue KLi'dd.
Tnke tin nthcr. !inv oi" von
he was a vagrant on the streets and
?,
Itrumrfet. Ask
lIAiHt-NiEKANft 11 M.S. for 5
mischief.
in
constantly
years known as Best, Safest. Al wavs Kelisbln
On
last
Tlnnle Postoffice Robbed
SOLD BY RUUfifilSTS FVFBVWKEHfi
the sight of a suit or overcoat made
Saturday night the postoffice at Tin-nito order by us. It has a distinctive
Lincoln county was robbed of
$40.00 in cash and the store of Ram-onThe Struggle for Statehood style and fit to it that gives it promi-- 1
and Murray, containing the
nence over all ordinary clothing. We
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
of quite a quantity of goods.
have a large variety of new pain and
Sheriff Stevens was called to the
OF EFFORT.
fancy fabrics for you to select from,
scene of the robbery but so far no
we guarantee the perfect fit, ele- and
L.
PEINOK
Hon.
B,
By
clue has been discovered as to the
gant
styling, and a careful and thorThe Book of the Time
identity of the robber.
finish in every garment We
ough
If you would discuss the subject
Proposition to Creditors "Saturday
a trial order, and promise you
solicit
intelligently.
Wm. Gibson met his creditors inj
so much satisfaction for bo little mo
$1-0to
turn
0
over;
Lordsburg, and agreed
ney you will surely come here always.
all his property to them in liquidation
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING Co,
Santa Fe, N. M.
of his debts. He had gone $13,000;
Tailor.
Julius
in property, mostly cash, with which
Avenues.
and
Cor.
Palace
Washington
of
some
be
to
$7,000
there had
paid
secured debts and $500 taxes, which
Built
Have
We
Up
leave approximately $6,000 to pay $7,-000 of debts." Western (Lordsburg)

!
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IX

&

Funeral Directors
Lioansed Embalmers
& NIGHT
PHONE

1

Jfk

PICTURE FRAmlftG TASTEFULLY

AND

i

un,,

Dem-6les-

PALAOH

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

ST ATEHOQD
DOLLS--

AND

TOYS

--

FOR XMAS. AT

PRANK

GORIVILEY'S

F.

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

j

d

Wholesale
&

Retail

post-offic-

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

GRAINIHOUSE IN SANTA FE'

SI

PHONE
BLACK

45

iKERR'S

Liberal.
MAYOR

PLAZA BARBERSHOP
GAYNOR BELIEVES
IN OPEN AIR CURE.

New York, Dec. 17. Mayor Gaynor
does not believe in heated street cars
Manicure Sets,
or heated city halls. He has just
& Traveling Cases,
to a man who complained to
written
Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,
him about the cars, suggesting the
open air treatment for a month. He
:
Puff Boxe3
Cologne Bottles
has also ordered Janitor Ryen of the
city hall to open more doors and
keep them open. To the man who
Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties
complained about the cars, the maysanta p n. M.
or in his reply said:
845 San Francisco Street,
"So far as I am concerned I wish
they were not heated at all. Your
M
W
III
HI
II statement that at least 5,000 people
Wlli
IIMTT
JMIBIIIIIHIIWII""
die every year from cold in the street
cars seems to be a great exaggera-(0- f
ASSURED
SATISFACTION
tion. Suppose you stay out of doors
FIRST CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
Rnd walk back and forth for a month.
I will say that at the end of that
nine juu wui uui. care muca a ooui
Sadd!e
Hwses
and
SERVICE
HEX
reat m me cars ana tnat, moreover,
you will r;ot feel like finding fault with
everybody in the world."

(touts

Y0KTZ

llll

flX

Bies

FOR CHRISTMAS

Candies

SEE.
WP.0X-fiAX7-

Wit's Hardware

S

We have it.

WHOLFSALE
AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A, T.&S.F. Lepot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

SB,

FOR CHRISTMAS

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every

modern facility for furnishing
very best rough or dressed

Pharmacy

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

....

Offer8 irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

i

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00, to $20.00 per acre
We are prewired to locate settlers on gov- .RANCHES,
ernment lnd. We have Irrigation enter- LARGE
LARGS
AND
AND
prises, netuln capital. Moneyed : men are
:
SMALL
SMALL.
;
lnvited,toeoifespoud with us.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

RANCHES,

the

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line oi ailtne
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

Charles W. Dudrow

FOR CHRISTMAS

Call up

BATHS

extra charge.

PHONE RED 122.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

FITCH

Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour,
every description.
Mondaye and Tuesdays
enaMed t0 make the very best prices aundry on on
Thursdays and B'ridays
,or Lumber of Buch Wgh grade. and deliver
All work is, guaranteed; your
Wo wIU be pieaBed to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
contracts
sewed on you shirts, without

rcrtumes
johnstons

McDonalds

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

For i9 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

!

Mes

H. C.

AND

Muralter,

1

LEO HERSCH

HAVE TOOLS TO
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
CARPENFOR FARMERS,
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KINDS;
TERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS FOR EVERYBODY.
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN

"eSK

j

45

'ni'

j

j

Sole Agents For

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Phone 39

P. O. Box 219

Cur-jfin-

DONE.

MSG

:

IN THE CITY

j

125

RJ?T)

HOUSE

DRY GOODS

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

son-in-la-

St.

MULLIGAN & RISING

DAY

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Arcn-uleta-

,i-

pers?

Shoe Specialist

Toys Toys Toys

o

pers.
Fine line of ladies and gents felt
and leather house slippers.

JOHN PFLUEGER
248 San Francisco

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

UMAL LMlSIi

CHRISTMAS
THE SHOE STORE

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

Chi-jan-

u,

AT

19, 1910.

HOW'S THIS?

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Hipolit)'

.

s

MONDAY, DECEMBER

M.

When In Need of Anything in tho
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

RATES RIGHT.
8m

fiispar Avhm

CHAS. CLOSSOft

PHONBJ RED 122.

FOR CHRISTMAS

FOR CHRISTMAS

Hounfeigants Ideal, Pivets
Aztstza, and Le Tf efie
ant Domestic.

Phone 213

'Phone 9

I

;tj

rnijfl

3

Imported
Key West
Domestic

Pharmacy

I

MONDAY, DECEMBER

WAPPY

19, 1910.

?HE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. H

RESULTS.

Notice for Publication.

PAGE THRE

CATTLE DECREASED IN
TEXAS AS ELSEWHERE

ro county, are working along as usual.
Both the
and the Germany
Cures Biliousness, Sick
Teh aid you have extended In this
Coal Jemez ForesU
(013846
mines
are
extensive
doing
developHave Made Many Santa Fe Residents Department of the Interior,
Sour StomAlmost Half Million Less This Year ment work. The recent find of lead
United States Land Office.
Enthusiastic.
in the Kelly lease is increasing in
Than There Were in 1909 InLiver and
ach.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1910.
crease in Taxable Values.
size. The development work on the
No wonder scores of Santa Fe citi(Republication.)
Constipation.
Lynchburg Claims under the manage-en-t
zens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
Notice is hereby given that
the
of G. D. Gordon is getting along
to make anyone happy to find relief following named claimant
Austin Texas, Dec. 17. Texas, the
has filed
after years of suffering. Public state- notice of his intention to make final largest state in area in the union, has quite nicely. A cross-cu- t
tunnel is
ments like the following are but proof in support of his claim under a total taxable value of its organized being driven to cut tlie various veins famous beds in the vicinity of Denver;
truthful representations of the daily sections 16 and 17 of the act of March counties, of $2,391,109,795,
there will be potatoes from the west-teran in in the district.
work dm in Santa Fe by Doan's 3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended crease or ISl.SOClug. The value of
slope, apples from the Grand valSST0CK SH0W PROGRAM
Kidney Pills.
the North Fork
ley, cider from
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27 the unorganized counties is $3,106,497.
AT DENVER ARRANGED, country, the sugar will come from
Toriblo Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St, States., 470), and that said proof will The land increased in value f 23,000,- Stant Fe, N. M., says: "Two and a be made before Juan C. Sandoval. U 000. Some interesting and commonthe Arkansas valley and the braid
Hotel Will Be Headquarters will be made of flour from the finest
ha!f years ago I gave a statement for S. CL
Comr., Cuba, N. M., on Febru tative facts are shown in the annual Albany
in
Dollar
Dinner of ColoraAgain
publication
regard to my experi- ary 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of report of the comptroller of state sub
Colorado wheat. Even the lard used
do Products is Planned.
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. To- Cuba, N. M., for the claim
in cooking this wonderful meal will
4423 In mitted to Governor Campbell.
day I am stronger in my praise of Sees. 28 and 29. T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N
be from hogs raised in the San Luis
Due to the abandonment of the
this remedy than iver. I suffered M. P. M.
Plans have been perfected and the
valley, the pickles will be of
farmin
cattle
of
ranches
favor
large
from
disordered
the
greatly
kidneys,
classification and preml- - rado flour and manufactured by
He names the following witnesses
pains in my back being so acute at to prove his actual continuous adverse ing, the number of cattle decreased,
list arranged for the stock show ver firms and the Salt will be from
as
did
all
of
stoek
other
live
classes
times that I had to stop work and sit
which will be held in Denver
possession of said tract for twenty
t horsps
down. The trouble, steadily
Carriages, wagons, the week of January 10 to 21. during the South park.
grew
under
No section of the state will be m gworse and I rarely knew what it was
uliautomobi.eS etc. decreased in number the
auspices of the National Western looted in the selection of
to be free from an ache or pain of the township
In
the
but
increased
good things j
during
year,
Stoek
Show
association. Thi3 year,
iiauiuu
Luciano uonzaies, vaue The falling off by nearly
some kind. Soon after I began using
as in the past, the stoek show and for the feast, but if there is anyone
iimiuuai
uasaaos,
,useDio
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
TrujUlo, 3,000 in numbers is not understood,
the horse show, which will be the so- who has any particular Colorado
aches disappeared and mv back be-- all of Cuba, N. M.
as the general impression has been
product which he thinks should be
I
ciety end of the entertainment, will on the table he will be able to make
came strong."
Any person who desires to protest that the number of
and other be held in
power
the magnificent National a
For sale by all dealers. Price 50'agalnBt the allowance of said proof, venicies, especially automobiles,
inplace for it if ho he will address Mr.
at the Vnion Stock Sam
or wno knows f any substantial rea
j Amphitheatre
Foster-Milburcents.
Dutton at the Albany hotel in
Co.,
Buffalo,
creased in Texas.
and
is
it
Yards,
predicted that nearly Denver.
New York, sole agents for the United 80n under the ,aws and regulations ot
A large increase in the mileage of
'all
the
tne interior Department whv such
horsemen and cattle
States.
street railways Is shown. For each men 01 leading
tne west will be In atten- Remember the name Doan's and proof should not be allowed will be class of property th : totals are
Notice for Publication.
given, dance
given an opportunity at the above
take no other.
togetner with the comparative result,
mentioned time and place to
Department of the Interior,
Denver s annual stock show has
when considered with the assessment
U. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe, N M.
the
witnesses
of
said
claim
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Prtance until it is eagEr,own
December 14, 1910.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of 1909. A few of the more important eriy
looueu forward to by the resi
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
items are as follows:
of that submitted by claimant.
Notice is hereby given that Pas ual
dents
of
section
of
every
Colorado.
014351
not coal.
L,ana assessea, 15G, 212,156 acres; a
MANUEL R. OTERO
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
decrease of 1,775,000 acres, value Wymin' U,ah' Texas nnd the
Department of the Interior.
.Register $$1,027,022,812, increase $$23,307,302; tern sections or Kansas and Nebraska August 4, 1905, made homestead enUnited States Land Office,
NE
for NW
as the one big holiday of the year, try, No.
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
average value per acre $0.51, against an' in
SE
NW
and
of
section
15,
Notice
to
for
order
foster
Publication.
and promote
Notice is hereby given that the follo$0.35 in 1909.
this feeling the management of the township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
wing-named
claimant has filed notTown lots $50C,155,23S, an Increase
show is constantly on the alert for meridian, has filed notice of intention
(Not Coal 61450.)
ice of his intention to make final proof
of $30,834,717.
r
to make final
new and entertaining features.
proof, to esof
the .nterlor,
in support of his claim under rectiona Department
inHorses and mules 1,706,476,
tablish
claim
land above deto
the
One of the special attractions set
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91, U S. Land OflUe at Santa Fe, N. St. crease 123,745; value $81,355,564, inscribed, before register or receiver U.
November 21, 1910.
(26 Stata., 854), aa amended by the
crease $3,198,094; value each, $12.09, down for the coming show is the big S. land office, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on
Notice
is
"Colorado
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Products" dinner, which is
hereby given that Lucy against $49.40 in 1909.
the Sth day of February, 1911.
to
be
held
in
the
hotel
Wed479.) and the said proof will be made Isabel Balfe of Santa Fe- - N- - M- - who
Albany
Cattle 5,5313,413, decrease 445,416;
Claimant names as witness:
before
Alfredo
Probate on September 9, 1908, made home value $03,232,410, decrease $553,331 ; nesday evening, January 18. llany of
Montoya,
Bentura
Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
....
No.
Tnnat
stead
the
nrnmlnont
for
ow.l.w.
entry
01450,
Clerk at Bernalillo. N. M.. on Jannarv
value each $11.28 against $10.70.
" .u" Cruz Archuleta all of Galisteo, N. M.,
:
NE.
NW.
SE.
over
an
iiuioc
l
luviNs
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-n-a SW.
irora
tne
nited
4,413;
decrease
Sheep, 1,432,482,
and Julio Montoya, of Fauna, N. M.
and Lots 2 & 3, section
Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
value, $3,213,928, increase $239,034; States will be in attendance at this
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
11,
16
N.
M.
9
dinner
Township
an
and
N., Range E.,
in sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
invitation has been
value each $2.24 against $2.06.
Register.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
decrease 35,059; sent to President W. C. Brown, of the
828,070,
Goats,
to
tion
make
final
New
commutation
York
Central
railroad
proof,
to
deliver
He names the following witnesses
to establish claim to the land above value $1,406,449, increase $201,008; an address on the growth and the TIME TABLE ALL
to prove his actual continuous
advalue each $1.67 against $1.69.
before
needs of the far West.
Register or Receiver
verse possession of said tract for described,
Dogs, 29,707, decrease 5,625; value
LOCAL TRAINS
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. St., on
No culinary feast ever given in
twenty years next preceding the sur- the 30th
$400,509, decrease $16,381.
of December, 1910,
day
Denver will hold a candle to the "Dol
vey of the township, viz:
Carriages, buggies, wagons,
The fo'lowing aro !he time tables
Claimant names aa wltnocaoa flan
bicycles and motor cycles lar Dinner" of Colorado products ot the local railroads:
Luis Leyba. Gauro Crespin. Paz Se- - S. Tweedy, Chas. A.
s!
Siringo. John
,
which
,
is
2,494! value $10,378,-258being prepared by Proprie-gura, Antonio Lucero, all of Pena, r. Hammitt Edmonla
T Hammitt 516,544, decrease 515.
tor Sam Dutton, of the Albany hotel, '
increase $G55
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Blanca, N. M.
all of Santa Fe, N. Sf.
Goods and merchandise $S8,401,17S, and while the menu is being served Leave
who
desires to protest
Any person
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the guests at table will be entertained
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westincrease $3,299,053.
against the allowance of said proof,!
Register.
arti- by an excellent and costly vaudeville bound, No. 10 eastbound.
manufactured
and
Materials
or who knows of any substantial reaprogram which will be provided by
decrease $145,2G9.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
son under the laws and regulations
Herewith are some Dargalns, offeree cles $5,150,407,
Mr. Dutton. This will bring together p. m.
Manufactured
tools,
implements,
of the Interior Department why such by the New Mexican Printing com4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
and machinery $22,427,129, increase some of the country's best vaudeville
proof should not be allowed will be pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
talent, and the show will be the equal bound.
$971,505.
New
of
an
1897,
Mexico,
Territory
given
sheep
opportunity at ine
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Steam engines and boilers, $7,042,-20- of any provided by the high class
e
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
time and place to
p. m.
vaudeville houses.
decrease
$$05,237.
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- , Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
At this dinner nothing but Colo-- '
Amonut of money of banks $11,512,-775- ,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal Pleadings, $6; the two for $10
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
rado products the very finest ob- increase $2,437,023.
Adapted to New SCexico Code, Laws of
of that submitted by the claimant
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
of
etc.,
of
credits
tainable
will
New
Amount
be
served.
banks,
Two
Mexico.
1901
1S99,
magniand 1903,
MANUEL ' R. OTERO,
m.
ficent fat steers, furnished by the Col- p.
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
increase, $171,417.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Register full
Amount of moneys other than barfks, orado Agricultural college, where ; Leave 10:15 a. m.
leather $3. Sheriffs Flexible
for north.
Cover Pocket Docket,
$1.25
etc., $6,413,701; increase, $409,290.
they have been specially fed on noth-Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
, Worse than an alarm of fire at night two or more books, $1 single,
on hand or on deposit, etc., ing but Colorado fcrage and prod- - j
each.
Nb
Money
NeW Mexico Central Ry.
is the metallic cough of croup, bring-- Mexlco
uSpreme Court Reports Not $24,546,015; increase $1,412,959.
ucts, will be served as the meat.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
ing dread to the household. Careful 3 an(1 10 inclusive $3.30 each. ComyM
value These steers were bred in Colorado 34 east and 33 south and west,
Railroads, miles, 14,154;
mothers keep Foley's Honey and Tar ation Corporation Laws, 75c" Compil
and will be prime beef when killed.
$130,528,107;
increase, $2,800,260.
Arrive 8 p, m. with connection from
in the house and give it at the first ation Mining Lutfs, 50c.
value
Money1
Street
508;
miles,
else
from
33 east; No. 34 south and west
the
No.
salt
railways,
and
Everything
of
no
sign
danger. It contains
opiates. Digest of New Mexico Reports full
increase 189 miles and the bread up to the dainties and del
$5,324,380;
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
sheep. $6.50; full list school blanks.
icacies of the feast will be a Colorado
$130,366 value.
if you want anyrnrng on earth ry
lines, product.
The celery will be from a New Mexican Want Ad.
Telegraph and telephone
inmiles 29,308; value, $8,955,998;
creases, 198 miles and $923,827 value.
Steamboats and sailing vessels,
New Mexico Military Institute
etc., 473; value $1,571,730; decrease
ROSWELL, MEW MEXICO,
265 boats and $220,745 value.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

IN

Headache,
Torpid

Chronic

'

I

1

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESS IONS
GENTLEMEN, GET THESE CHRISTMAS
GIFTS, AND BE AHEAD IN THE LONG RUN
Silk Crepe Dress Patterns at, per yard
Persian Silk Waist Patterns, per yard
Men's Bath Robes, Warm and Beautiful

$1

'

95

$100
'. . .'.'.'.".' Vi'so' and
up

Sweater Coats
$1 00 t0 7 50
Ladies' and Gents Neckwear, the newest fads and fancies at
right

prices.

Handkerchiefs, the finest line every brought to Santa Fe for both
Men and Women 5c to 50c.
I
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thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
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The kind that grows with your library
that wilt fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the booksthat is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional

bookcase made. Fitted with
roller- bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arrsnjneut jDjibrary,par!or,etc
non-bindin-

New Mexican
Sole Agents, Sar

,

g,

Printing Company

F,

New Mexico.

i

;

asm

J5

W"$

it

r

4
"

y

1-

1

:

t;
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
ot any Military School in the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ul an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

ed and modern In all respects,
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Bamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Ut-- ?

Flnlay
For particulars anil 'Illustrated catalogue
iddress.
COU JAS. W. WILL80N.
Superintendent.

SANTA CLAUSE JHAS ARRIVED
and brought us the largest line in
the City of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR CHRISM AS PRESENTS
MM
Evervthing at b attorn prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine j. them.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H.P.

$1,500
L

SNTA

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

J"ti

"iff!'

AN INAUGURATION OF SPECIAL

The property of the
Mining company at Hermosa,
Sierra county, was bid in by John G.
and Elward Powell of New York,
who held two notes against the propThe
erty amountingg m $15,000.
property was sold at the courthouse
.
at Hillshoro by Attorney H. A.

SALES'

Sierra County

Wol-ford-

Lordsburg. During the week end
ing December fourteenth there were
cars of ore from
shopped twenty-ninthe Lordsburg district.
Mogollon. In excess of 3,000 tons
were milled during last month by the
Socorro mines, yielding 27,700 Troy
ounces of refined gold and silver bullion, and a large tonnage of high
grade concentrates. From 20 to 30
Representastamps are dropping.
tives of the Geyner drill are on the
ground making competitive tests with
The
other machines now in use.
plant of the Ernestine Mining company is in most successful operation.
Seven hundred and eight tons were
treated during the week yielding 5G
sacks of unusually high grade concentrates in addition to the precipitates
Both the
being smelted.
main tunnel and the seventeenth lev
el west are entering the western ore
zone. Cross cutting on the Deadwood
mines In progress in the) 500 level
shows main vein to be eighteen feet
wide between good walls with heavy
An ammud seam on the hanging.
ple stream of water is now running
through, recently installed pipe line to
the new mill. The latter is receiving
finishing touches preparatory to its
start in January. The fire proof assay laboratory and machine shop of
the Mogollon Gold and Copper company will be in commission at an
early date. Numerous surveys are
being made, including those necessary to determine the best position
for the hoist and location of the proposed mill. The contract lately com-- i
pleted in the Little Charlie east drift
was in continuous ore of a grade war
ranting letting another .contract to
further explore this body. Good values are showing on the Enterprise, in
the third level south,' Tests have recently been made looking to the in
stallation of cheap power. On the
Oaks company,
development
pro
gresses on a number of mines which
it holds under option. Additional
property was acquired during last
e

week.
Kelly.

The mint)

et Kelly, Socor

one wee

I

Fo? Yow Benefit

WILL SELL AT CUT PRICE S

MTIlFn

Oil

THE

REGULAR PRICE
MOQUI

H00PI
PIMA

TIE

MENTIONED

ONIY
' I

$1.00
$3 00
$1 50

TO
TO

SALE PRICE

$8,0f)
$10.00

1

In I

Wednesday, Dec. 21st.

Saturday Dec. 17th.
BASKETS

DAYS

-

'80

TO

$3 00

$2 00

TO

$7.00

$1.20 TO $8.00

KLAMATH, PAPAGO AND SWEET
GRASS IN PROPORTION.

INDIAN

PHOTOS

REGULAR PRICE
$1.00
TO $1.25.

SALE PRICE ..
75c TO $1.00

Thursday Dec. 22nd.
SPOONS

FILIGREE IEWELRY
BRACELETS

Monday Dec 19th
NAVAJO
BLANKETS

REGULAR PRICE
$8.50 TO $25.00.

SALE PRICE ...
$7.00 TO $21.00.

Tuesday Dec. 20th.
CH1MAYO

REGULAR
65c TO

PRICE
$20.00.

SALE PRICE...
...50c TO $16,00

Saturday, Dec. 24th.
EARLY SELECTION

10 TO 35

PER CENT DISCOUNT.

Friday, Dec. 23rd.
LEATHER
GOOD3

BEAUTIFULLY
OIL; WATER
PRICE
50c TO $7.00.

HAND

PAINTE- D-

SALE PRICE
35e TO $5.00.

Calendars, Xmas Novelties, China & EveryR
OWN BARGAIN.
thing in the
Store-YOU-

STOCK LIMITED

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY

I
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It ia comparatively easy to be pepular; it is much more difficult to be
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
honest. P. A. Alberti, minister ot
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
justice of Denmark, was by far the
most popular man in the kingdom for
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES.
MASONIC.
Editor and President.
Vice President. many years. Wherever he went, the
poor worshiped him. He was the
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureMontezuma Lodge No
ideal popular idol for he spent liber1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
Ma
as
Entered
Second Class
tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
ally, and the poor love a liberal
mar communication!
do not ask whether
They
spender.
first
Monday of eacl
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
six
months
mail
$3.50 it is
Daily,
by
honest
or not, whether
money
a Masonic haJ
month
25
week
carrier
Daily per
by
2.00; just indebtedness is paid or not, just
at 7.30 p. m.
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
six months
1.00 so tne man spends liberally
It is a
H. H. iORMAN,
Daily, per month, by mail
v .65 Weekly,
50 low ideal, but is the ideal every7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Acting Master.
Daily, per year, by mail
where. The most unpopular man is
close-fistetight-wathe
the
indivi ALAN R. McCORD.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Secretary.
dual. No excuse
will be accepted
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
The New Mexican is the olde3t newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to even though it takes every cent to
R. A. M.
Regular con
meet his obligations.- But Alberti
vocation second Monday of
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
is doing penal servitude now. For
each month at Masonic
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
over ten years he has been a common
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
miei; his peculations amounted to
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
the enormous total of $2,300,000; they UiTHUR ELIGMAN. Secretary.
were taken from the poor who worshiped him because of his liberality
Santa Fe Commandeiy Nc

MEXICAN
r.

d

i

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

BLANKS.

R.

J.

PALEM.

President.

J. B. BEAD, Cashiei.

L. fl, BDGBES,

Printed and for sale by New
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mexl- -

1

FRAKK

MAKE,

of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
fuli sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness.

Assistant Cashier:

mm

F5BB

lie rirstft atism!

Mex.

19, 1910.

tiSBK

1

OF SAHTA FE.

2

Th Oldest Banking Institution in
Hw Mexlas. Established In 187

sheet

full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
Final Proof.
sheet
Contest Notice,
sheet
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

2

sheet

2

$150,000
30.000

Affidavit of Contest Against Non- Resident Entryman,
sheet
Notice of Intention to make final

Transacts jeneral banking business in all Us braische.
Leans money on th most favorable Urm on all kinds of
sheet
proof,
personal and cuHatersi security. Buys and sells bonds and
Additional Entry.
sheet
stocks in ail markets for its customer.
320 Homestead Entry,
Buys and slis
sheet.
domestic and fwdsrn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Apjj of money to ail parts of the civilized werld on as libera? terms
plicant, full sheet
j2 as are
given by any money transmiting agency public or
sheet
Relinquishment
Interest allowed
2 private.
time deposits at the rate of three
sheet
Township Plats,
P per cent per annum, on six months' or
Township Plats, full sheet
years' time. Liberal
General Blanke.
p advances made on consignments
f livesteck ar.J products.
Bond for Deed.
sheet
!j The bank executes all orders of its
patrons in the banking line,
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
2 and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in
all respects,
Bond, General Form,
sheet 3 as is consistent with
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
safety and the principles of seund bank-- 5
Official Bond,
sheet
ing. Safety deposit boxes for feat. The patronage of the
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure! i
is respecfuliy solicited- public
of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Application for License,
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet
Certificate of Election,
sheet
2

2

1-- 2

1, K. T. Regular conclavi
PREACHING AND PRACTICE.
TAXATION.
which is
ine
constitution
uregon
fourth
Monday In eacl;
Demon
to
answer
The
the
Democratic
difficult
not
fs
convention
It
4
held up as a model by the Democrats
month at Mft'onic Hall n
ocratic assertion that under statehood Saturday was to have consisted of has been much more
difficult
of
7:30
m.
p
taxes will be higher. Last year, New 272 delegates. There were sixty in amendment than
the New. Mexico
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
Mexico's tax rate was 14.6 mills, it attendance, and these sixty held
constitution.
took
It
two
the
of
vote
W.
E.
2
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
has been up to 15.5 mills and even proxies for 112. And how were the successive
legislatures before a con-higher. The constitution limits the sixty chosen who attended? In Gua- siitutional amendment could be sub
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No,
tax rate to ten mills, or one mill lower dalupe and other counties the central mitted to the
people. This proviso al 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
than it is today. But the limitation committee selected the men. In Rio !SO exists in other
states. The New Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meets
2
to ten mills does not mean that ten Arriba and Taos counties, the method Mexico
proviso is the same as that on the third Monday of each montt
mills will have to be levied. As a adopted has not been disclosed but for
the
amendment of the Texas con- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening n
matter of fact, each year, the levy it was not the direct primary. ,At
2
will be less until, like in Pennsylva- Roswell a
mass meeting was stitution, except that the New Mexico Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
constitution affords an additional Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
nia, no tax will be levied on real es- held to choose the delegates and the
which
a
by
to
attend.
bare major- dially invited
only
tate, on cattle, sheep, or furniture outside precincts complained that method,
uy in the legislature can submit three
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
?
and other property but merely corpo- they had never heard of the convenamendments every eight years while
Venerable Master
ration and indirect taxes. In Penn- tion. In Santa Fe and Bernalillo at other
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
32.
F.
times
it
HENRY
two
matakes
thirds
STEPHENS,
sylvania, the owner of a house or of counties, socalled delegate convenDeed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet
Secretary.
a flock of sheep or a herd of cattle tions were held, but they were at- jority the same as it does in the neighDeed,
City of Santa Fe, full sheet
state
of
Texas. In other wordsj
boring
income
from
no
The
state
tended almost altogether only by de- the
levy.
pays
Application for Marriage License,
constitution of New Mexico is
b. p. o. e.
2
corporation and indirect taxes pays; legates from cities, and even those more easily amendable than
sheet
E.
O.
P.
B.
of
that
No.
Santa
Fe
460,
Lodge
all state expenses and leaves more were not all chosen at regular prima-thaof Birth.
Certificate
sheet
and
Txas
the
sec
of
on
the
other holds its regular session
majority
$6,000,000 annually for distribu- - ries. In not one single instance, was
Certificate
of
sheet
Death,
states, Republican and Democratic.
ot eact
fourth.
ond
and
Wednesday
tion among the public schools.
W'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP,
the direct primary employed, in not
Butchers' Shipping Notices,
invitee
are
month.
brothers
Visiting
Under the constitution, the tax rate, one single instance was the initiative
sheet
It was a concession to the Dem- tnd welcome.
J.
A.
FISCHER,
levy will be less than the territorial and referendum put to practice
or
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Exaltefi Ruler
popular demand I. D. SENA,
for a number of reasons. The though the question to be decided was ocratic,
that the constitution made every ofReceipts, 25c per pad.
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVBATK BATH
Secretary.
constitution will permit the levying peculiarly one for the people. How fice elective.
Cost Bond,
sheet
Now comes the Demof a tax on each ton of coal mined can any Democrat conciliate this atCuisine
and
2
of
Letters
sheet.
ocratic convention and finds fault
Guardianship,
Large Sample!
for instance. A tax of only ten cents titude of the Democratic leaders and
of Pythias.
Table
knights
Service
Bond
sheet.
with
Guardian's
and
the
Room for ComOath,
constftution
because
the
a ton would yield $40,000. The con- party with the Democratic cry for Board
o!
No.
Santa
Fe
2,
Lodge
Knights
Unex
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
of Equalization is to consist
mercial Travelers
3c
stitution permits the levying of an the direct primary, the initiative and of
1st
and
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
elective officers "who would be Pythias. Regular meeting
inheritance tax. Colorado, the past the referendum? Do the leaders sup8 o'clock In I
at
in
month
Tuesdays
SANTA
NEW
to favor those tax payers to
FE,
MEXICO
sheet
WASHINGTON AVENUE
two years, collected $218,000 of in- pose that the voters even in their likely
0. O. F..hall, San Francisco St. Visit
whom
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet
a Ing Knight's invited to attend.
heritance taxes. Other sources of re- own ranks are so ignorant as not to most they owe their election,"
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit.
puerile argument which would
venue are provided
in the consti- notice this inconsistency between
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C,
to every elective officer from
Note
on
in
Declaration
apply
Assumpsit,
K.
a
8.
which
in
TOHN
few
R.
will
K.
STAUFFER.
tution,
years
yield theory and practice? Isn't the old
down.
In
sheet.
one
of
Satisfaction
judge
Mortgage,
the
re
breath,
sufficient to pay all of the state's ex- adage true that a man should practice
solutions complain of extravagance in
Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet
penses without the levying of a single what he preaches and what is a good
F. W. FARMER.
aua m tne next, because the
sheet
ocunieB,
Lease,
mill.
ni'e for the average man is a good Board of Equalization does not
Homestead No. 7829.
Lease of Personal Property,
consist
Under the constitution, county ex- one for a political
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
party?
of an appointive commission
sheet
getting Meet Second and Fourth
penses will be less. All the fees,
a
Thursdays,
Even
at
salary.
the
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
of
risk
which in counties
tiring
like Bernalillo
SOURCES OF REVENUE.
us readers, the New Mexican will
Delgado's Hall.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
amount to $o0,000 annually, will be
The sources of revenue of the TerH. Foreman C. G. Richie,
reiterate, that consistency is not yet
Power of Attorney,
sheet
covered into the county
treasury. ritory of New- - Mexico are of much a
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Fanner.
jewel in the Democratic casket.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 2
The interest charges to counties will interest, especially in view of the fact
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
sheet.
be less than heretofore as the state that under the
constitution, New Mex
The Democrats have discovered a
sheet
Replevin Writ,
assumes au county maeDtedness, re ico will soon cease to collect direct
PROFESSION
mare's nest in an alleged discrepancy
It is centrally located on the
sheet
funds it at a less rate of interest or taxes and will meet all its
Replevin Affidavit
expenses in the constitution as to different
Peace Proceedings, Comulaint,
prosells the refunding bonds at a consid from corporation taxation and in direct
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
heated with hot
plaza
visions for land selections. One clause
sheet.
erable premium.
taxes. During the fiscal year that
cold
and
AT
for
the
LAW
and
ATTORNEYS
provides
selection
of lands
can
Warrant
sheet
facnoot taxes will be less, and in ended on the last
day of November,
be had when wanted.
sheet.
time nothing, for the income from the sources of revenue of the Terri- granted under the enabling act or
Y Commitment,
to
it. It conforms exactly to
prior
school lands will ultimately exceed tory ranked as follows:
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
PAUL A. F. WALTER
the requirements of the enabling act.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
a million dollars and $700,000 is all
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attorney-at-LaDirect taxation $723,067.19. Territo- Another
clause prescribes the duties Santa
THE
that is expended at present for rial lands, $139,143.42; insurance comAttachment Writ,
New Mexic
sheet
ENTERTAIMENT OF
Fe,
of the land commissioner and this inscnoots in .New Mexico. These are pany fees, 37,393.39; convicts' earnAttachment Summons as Garnishee,
GUESTS.
cludes the duty of selecting lands that
the direct reasons which make cer ings $29,191.12; IT. S. public land sales
Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley, 4 sheet.
tain a reduction of taxation under the $22,433.45; District court clerk fees. may be granted in the future and
Execution, 4 sheet
Estancia.
Fe.
Santa
the selecion of which is not covered
constitution. In counties like Santa $20,199.25;
Summons, 4 sheet
A
EASLEY
EASLEY,
corporation filing fees,
Fe and Grant, the constitution and $14,994.25; interest on territorial de- by the enaoling act. But to cure any
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet
Attorneys-at-Lathe posits $13,444.79: game and fish li- apparent discrepancy or difference of
enabling act, lift, in addition,
sheet
Sheep Contract
opinion, the compact provides that
grievous burden of the railroad aid censes $9,446.79.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
WILLIAM McKEAN
new state accepts all the
the
bonds.
stipulaOther ftems of less tham $5,500 tions as to lands
sheet
Appeal Bond.
Attorney-at-Lait by the
There will be such an influx of each, made up the total
of federal government. granted
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet.
receipts
Mining and Land Law.
It
Demotakes
such
of $1,031,817.19.
capital,
great development
Within a few years af- cratic finesse to
- sheet
New Mexico.
Appearance Bond.
point out conflict in Taos,
mines, manufactures, irrigation works ter the constitution is
adopted, the these sections.
Blanks.
Stock
creating untold wealth that the tax income from the public lands
C. W. G. WARD
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
rate tan be reduced to a rate so low
by congress, will alone exHow the wind is blowing in GuadaTerritorial District Attorney
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
dor's
as would have been deemed impos- ceed that total,
and the income from lupe county may be
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
gauged from the For San Miguel and Mora Counties
sible under the territorial form of indirect
taxation, will exceed the sum following two items in a Fort Sumner Las Vegas,
New Mexico 40c per book.
In time, all ordinary now collected by direct taxation. The
government.
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
pnper last week:
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
property, the farm of the tiller of the tax burden will be lifted from busi"Judge C. D. Compton of Portales
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
soil, the modest home of the city ness and industry as well as from
to quite a large audience in
Attorneys-at-LaBill ot Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
dweller, the few head of sheep or tne small real estate owner farmer spoke
Fort Sumner Wednesday evening, in
Thirty seven reoms. newly and neatly furnished
Practice in the District Courts as sheet
cattle of the small stockgrower, the and stock grower.
well lighted and ventilated,
favor of the adoption of the new con- well as before the Supreme Court ot
Bill of Sale,
sheet
j
prospects of the miner, will all be
stitution. While the judge is a well ihe territory.
Rooms en suite with private bath and
to
and
Drive
Gather,
exempt entirely from taxation and at
Authority
Remember, that the $200
phone.
known Demo: rat, he mad? a lot.'cal Las Cruces.
New Mexlcti Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- the same time great public improve- clause has been written exemption
FIXE SAMPLE ROOM.
into the argument and favorably
his
j
impressed
corded Brand,
sheet
ments, such as good roads, municipal constitution. It exempts from taxa- hearers.
RATES
'
There is no doubt but that
T0
R00Mfine'cu!s'inf
THp0S' ?0RAN
water works, school houses, asylums, tion $200 worth of
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Authority to Gather, Drive and
and pro- - Frecmct 12 will go three to one in
property
etor.
3 nn
will be built from revenues derive 1 tects the
OwnerHandle
B.
A.
v
v
Not
E.
Renehan
Animals
T
Davie
P.
Bearing
poor man against being com- - tavor of the constitution.
"
..,..
from taxing wealthy corporations and pelled from his
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Attorneys at Law.
small means to con
local politician made a spiel
other sources which the constitution tribute toward the
Contrato de Partido,
Practices in the Supreme and Els
pllego.
defraying of govtne adoption of the constitu trict Courts.
will make available.
Escritura de Kenuncia,
pllego.
ernment expenses. No legislature against
Mining and Land Law a
tion, in the south part of town, Wed
Documento Gaiantizado.
Office in Catron Block.
can change that clause, but if New
specialty.
pllego.
nesday evening. He did the best he
MORE PAY FOR THE GOVERNOR. Mexico
New Mexico
Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
remains a territory, any legis- cob.a, but it was a "rotten-- ' effort and Santa Fe
It is proper that congress increase lature can
pllego.
repeal that protection of the he was deride i by all his heaiers."
the salary of the governors of New poor man. Being in the
Documento de Hipoteca,
E. C. ABBOTT
pllego.
constitution,
Mexico and Arizona from $3,000 to it will be
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
Attorney-at-LaIN THE CITY
The New Mexico courts have been
binding forever. The con$6,000 a year. There isn't a man who stitution is written from the
forma entera, full sheet
n
Practice
District
the
Su
and
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
at
a
poor
swift
grinding
the
few
gait
past
could make ends meet in the execu- man's
CertiQcado de Matrimonlo, 10c cada
standpoint, not that of the rich weeks and as a result there are many preme Courts. Prompt and careful
LOCATED
IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
tive mansion on less than $5,000 a man, and that is
uno.
to
attention
business.
all
why there are so new faces at the penitentiary
given
and
HOT
AND
OOLD
BATHS,
year and at the same time maintain many wealthy Democrats and so there will be
- - New Mexlc
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
Affidavit,
Santa
Fe,
s
many more newboard-ert'.e self respect of himself and fami-3- : many
sheet
G. LUPE HERRERA,
Democratic corporaRATES 500 to
before New Year. The saddest
Prop.
$1,00 per day
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Librarian Putnam of the conare,-sfona- l tion attorneys opposing it. In the part of It all, is that
G. W. PRICHARD
the majority of
Release of Deed of Trust
sheet
library testified before a. con- Democratic convention on Saturday, the convicts are young men, mere
Attorney and Conseilor-at-LaCompiled Laws of N. M., 1897, $ 9.50.
gressional committee this week that it was wealthy Democratic leaders boys, who early in life have made
Practice in all the District Courts
he could cot save a cent on a salary like A. A. Jones, who most bitterly suipwrecK ot tnemselves.
45c.
The real and gives special attention to cases Postage
of $6,000 s ;ear, anl asked for at condemned the constitution.
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
cause of the disaster, in most instan before the Territorial Supreme Court
least $7,500. If administrative offices, can be traced to simple, primary Office: Laughlia Blk Santa Fe, N. M. $1.00; paper hound, 75c. Postage 7c.
The following dispatch tells of
cers of tbat grade ask for $7,500, it
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
influences that received their first
seems a disgrace to pay the chief Democratic judge in Delaware, where imi,ci.uB iu ijib uume.
Notary Seals:
TELEPHONE
88 BLACK
are
farents
EDWARD C. WADE
Aluminum
executive or the judges of a great living is comparatively cheap, who not taking as
Pocket, $2.75, delivered.
seriously their respon
Attorney-at-Lacommonwealth less than $5,000 a year. could not uphold the dignity of his of sibility for the moral
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex
HANDSOME ROOMS
upbringing of Practice in the Supreme and Dl
However, the Arizona Republican re- fice on $4,000 a year, and should give their children as they should and the
press office.
Courts
of the Territory. In the
AMERICAN OR
ATTRACTIVE DINING
marks:
food for thought to tohse who oppose consequence is too apparent in the trict
Mining Blanks.
Probate Court and before the U. S
"A few years ago the then governor the constitution because it provides court records the world over.
KOOM--Go- od
Additional and Amended Location
PLAN
EUROPEAN
Service.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
ot Arizona remonstrated with Chair- for a salary of $4,500 a year for the
sheet
Certificate,
Offices.
man Tawney of the appropriations district judges:
Arizona s untaxed Indians number
4
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
Las Cruces
New Mexico
committee against the Insufficient apProof of Labor, 4 sheet
"Judge Daniel Hastings of Wilming 24,129 or more than twice as many as
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
propriation, and urged that the com- ton, resident judge of New Castle those of New Mexico. This means
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
R. W. WITTMAN
mittee shohld at least appropriate the county and a member of the state that Arizona's white population does
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sum fixed by law. In the course of supreme court, has sent his resigna not exceed 175,000, while that of New
Draftsman
Property, 2 sheet
Copies furnished of records on file
his remarks he pointed out to Mr. tion to Governor Pennewill. He gives Mexico is more than 300,000. Arizo
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Tawney that many stenographers em- as his reason a failure to support his na is no longer in the same class as in the U. S. Surveyov General's Office
New Mexico as far as population Is Santa Fe,
- .
New Mexico sheet
ployed by congress were paid $5,000 family on the salary of $4,000 a year.
sheet.
a year and upward. "Yes," Tawney He is thirty-siMining Deed.
years old, the young concerned and never again will be.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
flippantly replied, "but the stenogra- est member of the Delaware judi
PRO BERT A COMPANY
Thirty counties in Texas lost in popCoal Declaratory Statement,
And clary."
phers are worth the money."
Investments
ulation during the past 10 years, in
sheet.
Tawney, although he was defeated
Lands, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
The Kenna (Chaves county) Rec New Mexico, not one county showed
will be
last November for
Loaned
for
Money
Investors.
,
a
two
in
loss,
except
Instances, where
AfWe have for sale general stocks of Power of an Attorney,
chairman of the house committe on ord illustrates Incidentally In the fol- the
of
the
greater
area
was
part
taken
fidavit
and Corroborating
appropriations until the 4th of next lowing, the grit of the New Mexico during the ten years toward the crea- Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
.
homesteaders who were hard-hi- t
other Business Opportunities through- Affidavit 2 sheet
March.
by tion of new counties.
out Taos county.
"Incidentally, however, the recom- the drouth:
TO
"We have about 250 subscribers
mendation from the department of
The Democrats are congratulating
the interior Indicates that the secre- who are away from home and get themselves upon the fact
Bank References Furnished.
that the
tary is guessing that at least one of their papers at various points back convention on Saturday did not break Taos
. . . - New Maxlco
the- two territories will not be ad in the state. Most of them are pick- up in an open row. Some
politicians STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. Q. M. D.
mitted right away, Inasmuch as the ing cotton in Texas and Oklahoma, or are easily satisfied.
Physician A Surgeon.
Save Money and Inconvenience try Purchasing Wells
appropriations made at this session have been. Possibly, their work is
Office 117 Palace Ave. .
momms-mmws
now
over
and they are counting their
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
of congress wiH not go into effect
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
New, Mexico has 10,318 Indians not
until the beginning of the next fiscal money and arranging to transport it taxed. The Pueblo Indians are evid 2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment
MONEY
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
back to New Mexico."
year July 1, next."
ently classed among the Indians who Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
are taxed but who ver heard of a
Phone Red 43.
Payable Throughout the United States. Cacade, Vex
There is one thing on which the Pueblo Indian paying any taxes.
The mountain laboured and brought
and all
Countries.
forth a mouse. The
agree
Democracy itepu oilcans ana Democrats
JOHN K. STAUFFER
thought it had to go on record and and that is that the true 103d meriWhy didn't the Democratic convenREMITTANCES
BY
Notary Publlo
two years from now It will be sorry dian is the true boundary between tion say that the, constitution Is
Office with the New Mexican Print
and trust made? Are the as- lng Compuny.
that the record is written with inde- Texas and New Mexico. This agreement is a start In the right direction. tute leaders overlooking" any bets?
lible pencil. v""
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Business

Your Patronage Solicited
H. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier

Real Estate

IN
rUr

Surety Bonds

S U R A N C

E

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR N I S H E D,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,

Ron
nBlll

-

O

J. H. Paxton; Democratic delegate
in the convention Saturday left for
his home in Las Cruces.
Attorney General FTanK W. Clancy
went to Albuquerque over Sundey but
will return this evening.
Robert Prooks, of St. Joseph Mo
and Ferdinand Atchison of Kansas
City, are at. he Claire.
The Rev. J. Marra, S. J., of Las Vegas, was in the city yesterday. He
registered at the Palace.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson returned to
Albuquerque yesterday after attending the Democratic convention.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of
East Las Vegas, arrived in the city
yesterday and is registered at the
Paiare.
O. A. Larrazolo,
the Democratic
leader left this morning for Estancia
alter attending the Democratic convention Saturday.
Attorney H. B. Hamilton returned
this morning to Estancia from where
be will go to his home at Capitan,

(C. A. BISHOP.)

St.

19 San Franciscc

Pbono. Red So. 189

uM Dishes SW'SSS

Hand

LINE Or

AT LOWEST

PRICES

Kei Line of Brass and Iron Eeds
Also Canopy

Beds.

GIVE US A CALL.
Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBAtMERS

A, B. REN KHAN

GEO. M. KIN8B:LL,

President,

J. B. HAYWARD

s

Manager.

See'y-Trea-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT.

REALTY

DIRECTORS.

E, P. DAVIS,

8

INSURANCE AGENCY.

We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOANaad PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.

M

FOR NEW AND

MAND

OUR CUSTOMERS,

county.

Tel Black 76

A

S. KAUNE & Co.

MBit

fMTifyBf,w''tBliaMW
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A Healthful. Delicious Beverage DOLE'S Hawaiian Pineapple Juice.

TRY IT

:::::::

NEW 1910 NUT MEATS, ALMONDS,
WALNUTS, PECANS

OF ALL KINDS

WNECHEESE

FIRST CLASS

BATH

AFTER,

OUR FURNITURE
THIS

THE

IS

O.K. BARBER SHOP
M

THE PERFUME OF SANTA'S

;

MEMORY

100D1S

HACK LIME
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.
JETroxy

FARE gSTd
a

is like a halo that's ever round us
His pack may he heavy, but it's never
too large to carry.
OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR XMAS TIME.

We have a triple extracts that almost
outlast the year.
XMAS GIFT SUNDRIES AT THIS
ol
arrival
STORE
arrives at
are elegant but not expensive.
any other
CAPITAL
and food

THE

Tiling dea to MeJc
ttmicgox Corafortatl.

U yon want anything on eartn
New Mexican Want Ad.

PHARMACY

P"

$5.00

Successors

try

AND

AND

THEREIN

STOVE DEPARTMENT.

AND

SYSTEM THAT

LITTLE-AT-A-TIM-

ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY.
DOWN

CONTINUING

SYSTEM OF CREDIT,

THE BALANCE

IN WEEKLY

IS IN VOGUE IN
PAYING

BY

INSTALLMENTS,

A

PART

YOU

CAN

TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING. '
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE

!,n

AND

STOVE DEPARTMENTS,

THE

REGULAR TERMS

DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT

OF CREDIT

PARTMENTS OF OUR STORE.

H. McCutcheon
Hustler;
of the El Paso Times and W. B. Walton of the Silver City Independent s
Miss Anita Bergere .,ho has been
visiting her uncle and aunt, National
l ommitteeman Solomon
and Mrs.
Luna, at Los Lunas, returned yesterday and will spend the holidays here.
a
With her came her sister Miss
Bergere, who has been in Belen.
and Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince returned yesterday from Denver, where Mr. Prince was honored by
being elected president of the Nation.
al
Other New Mexico delegates honored
were M. W.
Mills of Springer, who was chosen a
member of the executive committee,
Alex. Gusdorf of Taos, who was chosen New Mexico vice president; Herbert J. Hagerman, of Roswell who
was placed on the legislative committee; M. Peterson of Costilla, and C. H
Mc Henry of Aztec on the transportation committee.
Ernest Knaebel, son of Judge J. H.
Knaebel, is being mentioned by the
Denver papers, as being in line for
appointment on the bench of the Unit- ed States circuit court of appeals to
succeed Judge Vandevanter who has
gone on the supreme bench.
Judge
Knaebel was a former resident of
Santa Fe and is here at present. Ern
est Knaebel Is now chief attorney under United States Attorney General

THIS

IN

OF THE OTHER

ANY

WE POSITIVELY

DE-

WILL NOT EXTEND

SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.

WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE,

WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR

IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE
ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE
PURCHASE

GOOD

RELIABLE

OUR

HAVE

FURNITURE,

SALES,
BEEN

BUT

EN-

UNABLE

TO

BECAUSE OF THEIR

LIM-

ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT
FORTABLY FURNISHED

COM-

A COM-

HOME AFFORDS.

Apple-Congress-

SANTA

FE HARDWARE

&

SUPPLY CO.

Investments.
An ideal form of investment is
a

Certificate of Deposit

'

in

the
First National Bank
OP SANTA

FE

These certificates are issued for
deposits of $50. and
bear
interest
TheV
at
the rate of four per
upwards.

d

CENT

per annum, payable annually or
are negotiable; good as collateral .security, and can be
renewed at interest periods.
Call on us or write for further information.
semi-annual-

The First National Bank
R.

J.

ly,

of Santa

Fe.

J. Palen, President.
Read, Cashier.

B.

Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
ot building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW, MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.

3tXSt3tStStStSSStStStSt

W. ROBERT S
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe.N

TO

THE INSTALLMENT

INAUGURATE

lunuj

ROOM

THE HOMES OF

REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER

WE WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,

j

m

IN

DE-

LIBERAL
THEM,
TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES

-

an easy shave
Whenever you wantever
pave.
As good as barbers
Just call on me at my salon
I'll curl and druss the hair with grace
suit lue couwur o jvuis
I'll razor
jSoi keen,
sharp andrt rtumlflAi-My i
i elf fin
i .......
think
I
you'll And
And everything
To suit the taste and please the mind.

FURNITURE

AND

v.

H.

INCREASING

AN

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING

accept-accepte-

respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,

Santa Fe, N,

I!;'"1"
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THE FACT THAT THERE IS

I

We

Room 19 Catron Block

IN VIEW OF

you In their new advertisement today.
Besides the Two Lucky Jims we
will also run the following pictures:
Attorney' Julius Staab is up from
The Little Station Agent; A Trip OvAlbuquerque to attend a meeting of
er the Rocky and Selkirk Mountains
the Board of Bar Examiners of whIch
in Cans, and Sunshine Sua Prices
he is a member.
10c and 15c.
Mrs. L. H. Gibson of Fayetteville,
A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas
Ark., arrived in the city last evening
is not very far away and now is the
for a visit with her husband at the
time to order attractive gifts. Could
sanitarium.
Miss Claribel Fischer will on Frianything be nicer than boxes of embossed stationery? Leave your orday entertain the sophomores of the
Wickersham.
ders at the New Mexican.
High School and the Sewing Club at
Garrow Throop Geer, formerly of
Suitable presents for man, woman,
a Christmas tree party.
.
tv
...
XT
ir 1. m:
11 "es anu PromlnRnl boy or girl can be found at FISCHER
G. Quintana, of Pojoque, Santa Fe UKS
.xo
. .
m
BOClc,y' wno nas Deen DRUG CO'S at reasonable nrices. Let
comity, was in the city Saturday to
few weeks here has fall- - us show you.
attend the convention and registered spending
en in love with New Mexico and today
Wnat could make a more
at the Coronado hotel.
an editorial position of the j bie or
formD.
H.
of
Terrell
Clovis,
appropriate Christmas gift, use
Judge
New
Mexico State Democrat, Colonel ful to every man and woman, than a
erly of this city, was homeward bound
new paper which is being hundred
today. Ha is boosting for the Magic Albright's
engraved calling cards? The
published in Albuquerque.
New Mexican can suit the most fasCty at every opportunity.
"Lei-oof
Santa
of
Moore,
the tidious in this line. Fe,
Dr. J. H. Wroth, A. F Fleischer and
land office, was in town SatAttorney Isaac Earth returned to A- geueial
Swearing In Judges Probate Clerk
lbuquerque yesterday after attending urday conducting a contest of the George W. Armljo is today swearing
homestead entry of L. D. Giddings, in the
ihe Democratic convention.
judges of the election to be held
the land lying near Separ. Evidence
E.
Eaton, delegate to the Dem- was
2it when the constitution is
January
on
both sides and the evidtaken
ocratic convention from Socorro, left
before the voters for adoption or
put
ence did not differ materially, and It
yesterday for his home. While here indicated
rejection. Mr. Armijo conducted the
that Mr. Giddings did not ceremony
he was registered at the Montezuma
of swearing in the judges
reunderstand
was
what
thoroughly
hotel.
in precinct No. 3.
him
of
under the homestead
C. H. Hon, a hustler from Deming. quired
Christmas at the Shoe Store Is
the Windmill City, was a delegate to! law, and it is probable that the entry something not to be overlooked and
the Democratic convention.
He be- will be cancelled by the land office.'' John Pflueger, in his new advertiseWestern (Lordsburg) Liberal.
lieves the constitution should be rament today, is offering some excellent
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Pearson have retified.
suggestions for gift giving. Slippers
E. C. de Baca, editor of La Voz del turned from Van Houten where they of all kinds, and dress shoes, etc.,
went to attend the funeral of George make
Pueblo, of East Las Vegas, was an at
very acceptable gifts. Read the
tendant of the Democratic convention Patridge, father of Mrs. Pearson.
advertisement.
The
New
Mexican
has
received a
in fact, presided over its deliberaNathan
Money Saving Proposition
Christmas greeting from J. Nelsoil Salmon
tions.
has reduced his prices to 25
Territorial Republican Chairman H Fraser, the distinguished English edu- per cent off all toys and 15 per cent
O. Bursum will be up from Socorro cator who was' here last winter on off on all goods contained In his esthis week to make arrangements for!his tour around the world- Mr' Fra tablishment You will do well to do
a brisk campaign for the constitution Ber now is in London but will leave your purchasing at the Big Store, the
soon for Bombay, India, where he Is assortment
and statehood.
of which is much larger
head of the English Normal school.
this year than it was last year. Givej
Judge John R. McFie, District
Clerk' L. Safford and Colonel George
the Big Store a call and convince your- V.'. i'tichard went to Estancia
self.
this
Mimno nrrv mnino
morning where sessions of district
Registration Every .voter .should
ccurt were resumed today.
see to it that his name is registered!
n
iimsun uii i
James S. Black, editor of the Alfor the election on January 21. In!
buquerque Journal, who came' here
piecinct No. 17, already 340 voters!
have been registered. Today and toSaturday afternoon to cover the conDenver, Colo., Dec. 19. The X morrow the registration board convention fo his paper, returned to
X forecast is fair weather
to- - St
Albuquerque yesterday morning.
sisting of Alberto Garcia, Alfredo Du- St night and Tuesday with not St
ran and Ambrosio Ortiz will be In ses"C. T. Brown was a Kelly visitor
St much change in temperature. St sion and after
that, every Saturday
Wednesday, on his return from Lead- ville. While in Leadville he was one
for three weeks. The board meets at
Leave orders early for Christmas Delgado Brothers' store on San Fran- of ten who were poisoned by eating
trees at Frank Gormley Gen'l Store. Cisco street
canned goods." Magdalena News.
You Will Find the Curley,
Frencesca Made a Hit Those of
Star,
Attorney W.l J. Lucas, of Las Ve- gas, came over as delegate to tne!Keen Kutter Safety Razons at GOE- you who saw that inexpressibly beautiful woman at the Elks' last night as
Democratic convention and also to BELS,
Sealskin Moccasins made by Esqui Francesca di Rimini do you know how
attend a meeting of the Board of
Examiners, of which he is a member, mos the finest on earth at the Santa old she is in real life? Sweet eigh-leeyou will say. But Michael StanMiss Flossie Sanford of this city Fe Trail Curio Co.
ton the manager of the Elks' theater
who was teaching school at Madrid
Patronize Home Product You will knows the name of
the actress and
southern Santa Fe county, is serious see it at the Elks' tonight. A great better still her
age. He says she Is
ly 111 with pneumonia, and her mother picture made in Santa Fe.
over sixty. And yet people say that
has gone to Madrid to be at her bedHave you seen
our Christmas there is no fountain of youth and that
side.
Stock? It's worth your time to in- Fonce de Leon was half baked for
W. B. Walton, former chairman of spect it. FISCHER DRUG CO.
searching for
the Territorial Central Committee of
Store.
Lucky Jim Tonight A picture of
Dr. F. C. Bakes, oculist of Albuquer- unusual interest to Santa Feans will
the Democratic party, who came here
Saturday to attend the convention que, will receive paUents at the be that of Lucky Jim at the Elks' to-returned to his home in Silver City Claire hotel from Dec. 19 to 22, inclu- night. This reel was taken In and
sive.
yesterday.
near "Santa Fe and the first "act" of
Calling cards are always useful, al- the drama is staged on Mr. Corbett's
Sylvanus Griswold Morley left last
night for Swarthmore, Pa., and later ways desirable, and the New Mexican ranch near Tesuque.
It is a truly
will go to Providence, Rhode Island, can supply any kind for Christmas western scene and the cowboys in it
sailing for Central America about gifts.
are the cowboys who wore chaps and
January 3. He will probably be gone
Santa Claus has arrived at Adolf spurs that jingle. The plot of the
four months.
Sellgman Dry Goods Co., with the drama is that of Lucky Jim, the song.
J. D. Hand, H. T. Herring, C. S. largest line of toys and fancy goods
Hutsom, Antonio Pacheco, ot Los Ala- - in the city, is what they are telling
Continued on Page Eight.
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CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-Ff- ll
PKRTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA R4N-rU- I
CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

Qola
OdiC

J

Judge V. R. McGill, one of the
R. O. Archuleta, of Albuquerque 1b stanuuyes of La. Laude,
Jioosevelt
at the Coronado.
county, and Judge C. M. .Cowplou of
R. P. Willis, of Phoenix, Arizona, forlaies, were Uoinewura bound last
is at the Claire hotel.
night after atteudauce at the DemJames Ooss a traveling man of ocratic convention.
Colonel J. G. Albright, founder of
Chicago, is at the Palace.
John 1'flueger was in Las Vegas the new paper, The New Mexico State
on Saturday on court business.
Democrat, who came here Saturday
E. P. McGlnnis, a book salesman to attend the Democratic convention
of Salt Lake City, is at the Palace.
Jrenad.td ovc unui today. He is at
a businessman oftue iontezuma b'.tel.
C. P. Baxter,
Kansas City, is at the Montezuma.
Air. and Mrs. WilUird Belknap
of
P. J. Kelly, and F. J. Paradice, tra- Xaravisa, Quay county, spent the day
at
the
are
in Santa Fe and will tomorrow leave
veling men of Denver,
Palace.
for Farmington, San Juan county, thtir
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Shares of Den- future home, Mr. Belknap is the origver, are sightseers registered at the inal Naravisa booster and is known
Palace.
all over the Territory as a sturdy ReBenito Vigil of Santa Cruz, north- publican,
j
ern Santa Fe county, is a visitor in
The following newspaper men were
the clcty.
noticed on the floor of the Democratic
Warden Cleofcs Romero of the peni- convention on
Saturday evening: J.'
on
tentiary, was in Las Vegas today
S. Black of the Albuquerque Morning'
court business.
Journal; William Hoffman of the
in-L. V. Galles the Albuquerque
Tribune Citizen: J. G.
surance man, was registered at the j Albuquerque
of the Albuquerque
Dem- Albright
i
v
voctnivl
i
yc
f''t

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking

PERSONAL MENTION.

mos, San Miguel county, who were
to attend the Democratic turritorial
convention, retuiutd to their homes
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19, 1910.

against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaCoal Land Jeme Forest
son under the laws and regulations
Small Holding Claim No. 4371
the Interior Department why sues
jot
Department of the Interior,
proof should not he allowed will be
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
given an opportunity at the
e
Notice is hereby given that the tol
time and place to
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
the witnesses of said claimant,
tice of his intention to make final and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
proof in support of his c'arm under j that submitted by claimant
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
MANUEL R. OTERO.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Register.
the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
made
will
be
said
that
proof
470), and
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Maurlclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M.. for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7.
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
Notice for Publication.
(0137S0.)

Si, Louis Rocky
Pacific
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MONDAY,
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A Boomerang.

Love Sp&.t.

above-mentione- d

by American Press Asso
ciations
ciation.
"My dear," said Tom Weston to his
"It's all over between us."
wife,. "I have a note this morning from
"But, sweetheart!"
Jim
me!"
Atterbury asking an Invitation for
"Don't sweetheart
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW.MEXICO.
"For heaven's sake, what can haTe his especial friend, the Hon. Donald
Chesterton, a younger son or
made this chauge?"
Lead Up)
la e!Tei;t Sipt, 1st 1910
(Iteml Down)
of a British lord. Please send
never marry a medical man;
"I'll
20
STATIONS
19
Miles
that's what! I'd rather marry an un- him a bid."
"Donald Chesterton! I never heard
dertaker."
4 00
o
Lv.. Pes Moines. N.
7 30
3 50
"But you have made no objection to Mr. Atterbury speak of having friends
Kuuu.ido....
7 40
4
3 30
DflillUlU
On
11
my studying medicine before now."
among the British aristocracy."
3 15
20
is
Ctipuilu
"A sexton in a cemetery would be
3 05
The function referred to was a large
20
Vllttl
35
45
2
5
Thompson
far prefera'ule to a sawbones."
dinner and cotillon to be given by
2 25
31
l,i
CunninghamN.M
1 55
"Come, tell me what has happened Mrs. Weston. Atterbury was Mr. Wes- N., R. 2 W.. N. M. P. M.
42
9 85
...Clifton House
1 30
I.v!
Ar
10
Haton. N. M.
4'j
to excite this antagonism to the noHe names the following witnesses
ton's bosom friend and was privileged
io 15
i.Lv.
liaton. N. Al.
2
of the professions."
blest
to
9
49
prove his actual continuous adverse
M.
be
N'
!..
House
for
what
Westons
of the
.Clifton
2 47
Dick Trimming-ha- to ask
and
"Weren't
you
tract tor twenty
3
9
CresLon
3 07
chose. The invitation was sent, and possession of said
8 55j
3 45
ridiug in a trolley yesterday on
next preceding the survey of th
Ji.ov h rJ a l otto
years
Attercame
round
the
when
"90S
evening
"3 35
..jioeuler.
College street?"
viz:
.".".""...Voolfsx-"8 20
6B
bury brought his friend to the dinner. township,
415
"I was."
"Mr. Timid wants to borrow th
8 02
Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
76
(M'l'OSOSO
4 43
mild blue eyes, soft
Vicente
had
Chesterton
of
third
the
who
was
"Ar.d
person
7
45
lawn mower."
AND RETURN
.Lvi
82
Ar. ....(MmaiTou
6 00
in the middle and a Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
flaxen
hair
.. Cimarron..
6 35
Al a ra
parted
Lv.
10
the
but
wo
won't
lend
him
tell
party?"
it,
"No;
27
6
face. He Cuba. N. M.
Nash
5 IS
account of
"We had a skeleton with us. We cameo cut smooth shaved
6 17
If he needs exercise he can come ore
Harlan
5 2S
wore the usual British monocle.
6 00
who desires to protest
94
Ute Park, N.M...LV
6 45
to our rooms."
were
it
person
Any
i and cut our grass."
taking
pin"!
pn
"Jly friend Chesterton," said Atter
"And who was the person you called
bury.
introducing him and at the same
Billy?"
him on the back familiinonnocts in Colfax wltn K. P. A S. W. Ky, train both Xorth'and.'Soutb.l
time
shipping
called
the
we
IN
PRINT.
was
what
SHE
WAS
"Why, that
Sstae for 'au Houton M, meets trains at Preston N.i M.I!
consider himself a la
"doesn't
iarly,
skeleton."
fix :':ilz:tiittit.vii, N. M., 'at 9:00 "a. ra, dally except
Stiso lews t'lu l'..-it- V
loves to roam, now
He
man.
dies'
And
"So, indeed, you called it Billy?
Urt
undiiyi, Kare oo im way $1.50 roundM- trio; fifty pound bagxaxe carried free.
in
Chicago
pardon, I
hunting
M iliioa, N,
from Ithe
for tlio south at 11;11 p. ra.
l who
put the cigarette between its mean Africa and nowbegdoing
battle
Jaws and said, 'Don't smoke, Billy; it with the clubbers of
Sortbat 4;38a. m,
Philadelphia I
isn't allowed?' "
mean the pirates of the Malay archiDec. 27th to 29 h 1910
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
lQ",ffl
"Oh, you must have been told this
pelago."
G. P. Agent,
& G. M.,
P.
V.
some
mean, contemptible"
Superintendent.
A fare and one fifth for the -yarn by
"What's the matter with your
"Not a bit of it. No one told me."
M
round trip has been authorized
and
tongue, Jim?" asked Weston. "Did Lowest Holiday
from ail points in New Mexico
"Then how did you gel oa to it?"
refreshclub
for
at
the
in
you
drop
"Never mind that. Was it necesVia
including, Trinidad and El
Time
Quickest
ment on your way over?"
Paso.
benickel
a
should
that
put
you
sary
the matter, I assure you.
tween the horrid thing's finger bones I "Nothing
of Sale Dec. 26th, to 29th.
Dates
Chesterton
to
wish
say that,
only
CENTRAL
and say, 'Here, Billy, pay your faro
Return
MEXICO
NEW
Limit, January 2nd, 1911.
than
in
at
home
more
the
open
being
like a man?"
Mrs.
a
tine house,
shut up, even in
"Did we do that?"
Weston had better take him under her
"Yes, you did."
wing at dinner. He doesn't fly for
Twelve hour daylight
"You mean Dick did it."
ladies."
young
did
of
which
matter
"It doesn't
you
each di V e c i b n
There was considerable disappointFrom Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
it. You were both acting like ghouls. ment
women
that
among the
guests
And if you didn't do it you did some- the Hon. Mr. Chesterton should have
Douglas, and all Points in New
frightful."
thing
equally
been retained by the hostess. But that Dates of sale Dec. 23-24-Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
"What was that?"
out that, like many men of
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
30-3- 1
"You said : 'Billy, you ought to have lady gave
1st and 2nd.
and
the British nobility, the young man
"
cold.'
You'll
worn
overcoat.
catch
FRCM LAMY 75c,
your
CENTRAL
Torrance, Thence
was a sportsman and a man's man
"I I was thinking of the real person rather than a woman's man. He said
FOR THE ROLWD TRIP
First City Boarder (at country the skeleton was before he died."
Good returning until
&
seemed to be keeping his
little
and
store) Isn't that a pretty country girl
"
.
eye on his introducer as though he
"SANTA FE All The WAY'
3rd. 1311.
In the calico dress? I'll bet she's a
didn't feel at ease on American ground
his
from
back
and
as
door
she
looks.
the
got
away
good
and among American customs.
Second City Boarder Tou can't al- poor old mother, who was chasing him
"Wake up. Chesterton," said Atter
In
his
rubbers?'"
everything la print. with
ways put faith
from across the table. "Wo
bury
"Did I laugh nt that?"
of course, are Americans,
Americans,
fessimisu
"You know very well you laughed at
but we're not so dreadfully different
"Here's an editorial In the paper on It"
from your London smart set."
address
married calm," remarked Mrs. Wop
"It wasn't funny at all, was it?"
Chesterton forced a smile, but looked
was
pington.
It
shocking."
"Funny!
as If he would prefer shooting lions
asked Mr.
"How long Is
"Well, Dick, he"
women.
When
"Oh, yes; it's always 'Dick, he.' to being oggled by
P. A.
That's the way you crawl out of the dinner was over and the guests
"Oh, It's very short."
"1 thought it would he short," said everything. Whose hat was on the were forming for the cotillon AtterTexas.
bury took pity on his protege.
Mr. Woppington, grimly.
thing's head?"
"Chesterton," he said to Mrs. Weson it, but only for a
hat
"I
put
my
fl
ton, "hates the cotillon. You see, when
minute."
Getting an Education.
"And said, 'There's too much draft at home he's obliged to do things he
PUEBLO
"Has your son learned much Bince for a bald head.' "
doesn't like. He's danced so much
COLORADO SPRINGS,
DENVER.
he went to college?" asked the new
at bails in London that he doesn't
"That wasn't funny either."
$12.25
$13.60
$15.80
minister.
want any of it in America. I'm going
"It was revolting."
Farmer
him
into
and let
to take
the
"Naw," replied
A pause.
up
LAS VEGAS
RATON,
TRINIDAD
"but I hev, by hen!"
"I wish you'd tell me how you got him smoke."
$4.50
The two men went upstairs. Later
on to all this."
$10 50
EVER SINCE.
$11.50
don't remember a girl Atterbury went down and asked if
you
"Perhaps
Era
rfSW
BELEN
I
l f
who got into the tar with a thick veil Chesterton was dancing.
Chesterton,
ALBUQUERQUE
L PASO,
over her face to protect her from the he was told, had not come down. At
$4.50
$4.60
storm and hung on to a strap. The terbury said Chesterton had left him
$17.90
I
3
for a moment some time before and
thing was sitting on your lap"
1
1
had not returned. The missing man
"Oh, my"
If
to all
was not to be found. Atterbury seemOne and one third
"And you said what did you sayT
.. .
I
ed worried. He finally told Mrs. Wes"I don't remember."
voiorauu.
New Mexico
points
"Don't remember! You said, 'Get up. ton that Chesterton, bored as he was
Billy, and give the l idy your seat' "
by social functions, had probably takA pause a dreadful pause.
en French leave. When the guests
"And the girl was"
were gone Atterbury took Weston
"One who had often sat on your lap aside and said:
and felt your arms about her and your
"Do you remember our talk some
kisses. To think that I should have months ago about the effect of dress
been forced to listen to such words on people's appearance?'
and see that awful thing sitting in my j "Yes."
place! I can't bear the thought of it."
"And I bet you a hundred dollars
Another very long pause.
that before the winter was over I'd
"What did you do?"
palm off on you a jail bird?"
"WThat did I do? I know what
"Yes."
Ij
wanted to do. I wanted to tell the
"Well, Tve done it."
conductor to let me get off, but Just
"How? Whenr
-then a gentleman a real gentleman,
"This fellow Chesterton Is no British
such as I always supposed you to be
well at Ml. His mug is in the rogues
TICKETS ON SALE
m i W&t .Mff
arose and gave me his seat. I shut my gallery. I brought him here expecting
Virginia I suppose you and Harr
H. S. LUTZ Agent
ir
w
Santa Fe, N. M.
bave been thrown together a good deal eyes to keep from looking at the grin- to keep an eye on him. Somehow or
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 26 & 31
!
ning ghost opposite, but I kept my another he managed to give me the
lately?
'
zxr
Grace Yes; ever since he got nil ears open to hear what next the mam slip and"
ve.
anuary 1 st. & 2nd.
I have loved would say." (Weeps.)
Mw automob
"Tom," called Mrs. Weston, "come
A pause, in which the young man jp here at once. We've been robbed."
looks at the ceiling, the floor, the
The two men looked at each other,
-bad boy.
walls, anything, everything except the Atterbury turned pale. Weston's face
girl; then he gulps sorrowfully:
changed from interest in the story to
"I suppose it's all over between us?" Interest in what Mrs. Weston was
"I should think so."
saying, then he ran upstairs.
W
"WV WW W
jg"This evening I'll not have you by
When he came down he found his g
as
on
You'll
usual.
not
me,
sit
my lap; friend walking the floor. "You've won
IftlfKfmC-r-my heart'll not beat against yours. your bet, old man, but at considerable
I'll sit alone in my room, with no one cost. All the jewelry that was in a
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
to comfort me except"
box on my wife's bureau drawer has
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, RE
A pause.
disappeared. It couldn't be replaced
A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
MEMBER
"Who'll comfort your
for $5,000."
USING RUBBER
"None but Billy."
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
DEAL OF TIME.
There was a constrained pause,
"You don't deserve any one I mean
"Well," said Atterbury as soon as he
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
anything else."
could recover from the shock, "we'll
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY8
"It'll be awful lonesome sitting there telephone the police. I'll mail you a
that way."
check tonight for $5,000. If the stuff is
"What way?"
found you can return the amount."
"With nobody but Billy."
The police were telephoned and soon
An ominous pause.
I
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ON SALE NOW
;
got on the track of the Hon. Mr. ChesVI
I
"Suppose
promise never to do so terton, alias Foxy Pete, alias Zeb Nip15
S AN jPRANCISCO, $66.90
LOS ANGELES )
One-lin- e
any more?"
,
8tamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
per and a number of other aliases.
No answer.
SAN DIEGO
robyU
He was eventual'y caught and the
same
1e.
line
on
,
Each additional
stamp,
"You know I've always gloved you,
20e.
inches long
Jewelry restored. Mr. and Mrs. Wesand not over 3
One-lin- e
r
Stamp, over 2
never any one else in the world. It's ton went to see him in
PHOENIX, ARIZ, $45.55;
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prison garb
on
line
to
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additional
hard
Each
no
to
real
lick
have
about
to
stamp,
is
he
pretty
Father
person
him)'
and for some time would not believe
(as
Liberal atop-ove- r
25s.
privileges
Long tims limit
This is going to hurt me more thaa love, only a"
e
and not over 6 Inches long
he was the same man who looked
Stamp, over 3
No
tt's going to hurt you.
encouragement
20c
aristocratic in Atterbury's cast off
same
on
Through Pallaun and Tjartst Sleapers.
line
stamp,
Each additional
"Goodby."
The Boy You're a liarl
Ms.
evening dress.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, ger Inch
Comfortable Ciair Cars,, Steam
He takes her hand, and she makes a ' Weston offered to
the
but
bet,
pay
aame
, ,j
pries.
feint at withdrawing It
Each additional line,
Atterbury declined to receive it and
Hjated and Eectric Lights i.
NO PROBLEM AT ALL
"Just one kiss before we part."
.when his friend renewed the offer
linea on Stamp count as two lines.)
(Curved
"Not a single one."
told him if he ever spoke of it
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
"I'll never, never do anything to of again he would cut his acquaintance.
i"V
't
fend
Larger sizes at proportianate prices.
you again."
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Inch Inch In siz, ws chares for one
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type used is over one-haall
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acat
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last
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of which she
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llns for. each
that awful room with that awful thing counts he wasreplied
fighting elephants in
DATES, ETC.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
there I do believe I'll blow out my India. Weston avers
that the gentlebrains."
for
date
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Local Dater any town
man Is just now having an engageHe draws her down Into his lap.
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Baggage allowance ef
now I am completely cured and feel
Oy.
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
If you want anytWng on earth try
Gladys I suppose they find bigger better and stronger than: for years."
a New Mexican Watty Ad.
fools than tby are and then propose.
Sold at Capital Pharmacy--

Company

Railway

Copyright,

190S,

by American Press

Asso-

Copyright,

1908,

cross-examin-

d

iBome-thin-

am'
,

c

g

'

$4.05

?;

LAS VEGAS

.

fi

.

New Mexico

EL PASO, TEXAS

NT,

.

-.

W

t 'Hf

Educational
Association Meeting

and return
$18.40

ErVI'

'WLl

Rate

ASK FOR TICKETS

Side Ride to

'SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Santa Fe, from

t

train

Las Vegas,

$3.35

25

Jan.

to

SI Paso

Southwestern Systei

L'u "2."'":

East or West

The Best Route

Im

January

HOLIDAY

A. FOX,

itr

EXCURSION

Wop-plngto- n.

T

I

dn

:

cvrnnciAV
LAWUROlUil Cadcc
niYL,.V

ii

XSa

"

in

Kate or one tare ror iouna
trip bstween all stationsl

If

If

WJ'yf

II

other

fare
ana

i

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th, 30th and 31st, and
January 1st, and 2nd. 1911.

H

Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd. 191 1.
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AH, WHO KNOWS!

COULD NOT DENY IT.

"Do you know." she said, "I didn't
"I will ask you," said the lawyer,
want to come to this ni
at n i
"who was
trying to throw doubts on
the testimony of a witness, "If you had an idea that It would be awfully
lave ever been Indicted for any of- tupid."
"And havent you found It stupid,"
fense against the law?"
be asked.
"I never have, sir."
"You know I haven't."
"Have you ever been, arrested on a
"How should I know?"
charge of any kind?"
"No place could be stupid If you
"Never."
were there."
"Well, have you ever been suspect"It is very nice of you to say so."
ed of committing a crime?"
shall be so sorry when vnn leant
"I'd rather not answer that ques- It "I
has
been the most glorious week of
tion."
my Ufe."
"Ha! Tou would rather not.
I
"I am glad to know that; but I hope
thought so. I Insist upon you're an- there may
be many more glorious
It.
Have
ever
susbeen
swering
you
weeks in store for you."
of
crime?"
pected
After he had gone to the tennis
"Yes, sir; often. Every time I come court
and left her alone on the wide
some from a trip abroad the customs
veranda, she sighed and said to herInspectors at New York city suspect self:
me of being a smuggler."
"How sad it is that a woman Is denied the right to tell a man she cares
for

ONLY EXPLANATION.

him

I

Who

knows what

I

ENCOURAGEMENT.

SPECIAL DELIVERY.

PAGE 6EVEM

NOT

HIS INCIVILITY.

WORRYING.

i

j

"Did the census man that called at
your house aak you any Impertinent
questions, Mrs. Crossway?" Inquired
her neighbor.
"O, no. I suppose he asked only the
questions he bad to ask. Yet he was
extremely rude."
"In what way?"
"In this way, Mrs. Kawler,"
said
Mrs. Cross way, with flashing eyes: "It
had answered all his questions without making the slightest objertlon,
and then you know those Merdle peo- yttj vu(j live next aoor ana now de
ceiving they are? Well, I thought he
ought to know the truth about thnrn.
i and I
started to tell him the real ages
of the women. Ho stopped me In the
rudest and most uncivil manner, and
said he'd thank me to attend to my
own affairs; he didn't need any assistance I"

i

would

have happened If I might have told
him all?"
Only Two Kinds.

Little Lawrence's grandfather was
very ill and a trained nurse had been
employed to care for him. When he
became convalescent a young woman,
who had studied In a hospital for a
short time, was secured in her place.
A sympathetic neighbor meeting Lawrence, the following conversation took
place:
"How is your dear grandpa this
morning, Lawrence?"
"He is better."
"Have you the trained nurse still?"
"No, the trained nurse has gone

Hayfield rve been pitching ball for
the Gumvllles for two seasons; I'd
like a chance to pitch for one of the
Dig city clubs.
Cittiman Guess you'd better stay
here. Your rural delivery is more suit
able for the country.

First Boy Mother says if I go
swimming she'll lick me when I get
back.
Second Boy (encouragingly)
But
perhaps you won't get back; there's
been lots of fellows drowned In that
swimming bole.
CHANGED

GEE!

HIS MIND.

Couldn't Lose Him.
Guest Scientists claim that In a
An Irishman one day bought a pismillion years this earth will be a
tol and took to the road. A little way
mass of ice.
Proprietor Summer Hotel Oh! well on he met a traveler.
"Your money or your life," said Pat
Hi be out of the snmmer-hotc- l
business by that time, I hope.
"I'll tell you what." said the other.
Til give you all my money for that
pistol."
BASHFUL
"Agreed," said Pat And they exchanged.
"Now," said the traveler,
"hand
back that money or I'll shoot!"
"Blaze away, my hearty," said Pat
"not a bit of powder be there In It"

T

ft C

Jester.

FOU

KENT Rooms
for housekeeping.

and

tent-H- ouse

1G0

Garcia.

FOU RENT Three furnished rooms
all modern conveniences, 316 Grant
FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagApply at Mrs. Otto Relsch iOt

on.

St

Galisteo

Cheap, one 1'jlO Model
Motorcycle; reason leaving
See Nusbaum, at Museum.

KOR SALK
Kxi ( iKior

!,wu.

FOR RENT Six room furnished
bouse best location in town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson
& Co.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
patents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
ind rented. Standard makes handled.
11
repair work and ypewrlters
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone Black 2.'A.
guar-jntee-

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexl-:a-n
Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

Hex.

Butchers' Bond.
sheet
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censes.
sheet.
2

WOULD HE GO?

Li-

2

away and the one we have now Is
Woman's
Home Companion.

half trained and half wild."

Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pllego.
Auto de Prlslon,
pllego.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
Certiflcado do Nombramlet.to,
pllego.
Fianza Oflcial,
pllego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pllego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
;jligeo.
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pllego.
Contrato entre los Dlrectores y Preceptors,
p'.iego.
Caminos, 25c.
Llbros de Recibo de Capltaclon, SO
en un libro, 25c.
Notlcla de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible.
pllego.
Documento Sin Garantia,
pllego.
sheet
Option,
Notas Obligaclonea, 25c por E.
Libros Certlficados de Bonos, JL
Libros de Recibos Supervlsores de
Libros de Eleccion de Dlrectores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
4

4

Marjorle Grace had her bathing
Another Kind.
auit made to order.
"Hat" said the Russian count, with
Myrtle Then she must have sent
her little sister to be measured for a fierce scowl on his Muscovite features. "This worm of an American
writer has Insulted me with his pen!"
"Has he written a biting satire
The Last Time.
about you?" inquired the fair charmer
Tve been away
to whom he spoke.
And lost the thread
"Nothing so gentlemanly!" yelled
Of things. Did Men- the count. "He has named his pig
Elik stay dead?
after me!"
What Hath the Telephone Wrouahtl
The elderly straneer. bv invitation
Mickey Dat pitcher ain't no good?
DIFFERENT.
ot the superintendent, was addressing
wny, say, he kin pitch a in coive wot
ue aunaay school.
goes out
"How many can tell me." h asirmi
Jimmy Aw, wot's dat! Wait till
'"which Is the longest chapter In the'
yer see Patsy's risin' drop coive!

4

2

2

Office

Boy The boss Is busy now.
Will you wait in the unteroom?
Mrs. Ferndale We haven't any
Silas Clover Sa-ayounu toiler.
eggs, but I can get suite if you want can't I wait in the uncle room?
them very bad!
Summerbord
Never mind, I don't
FAR LOOK FOR SMALL THINGS.
care for that kind.

2

ill

2

A

UlDieY"

Many bands went up.
"This little bov mav ansiror" y,a
wald, pointing his finger at an urchin
an one or the seats near the front
"Which is the longest chapter In the

WAIWS

PALPABLE HIT.

2

He Aront you going to kiss me be.
fore I go?
She And will you surely go then?

OUT.

r

i

Bible?"
"Psalm double one ninel" shouted

Took Emerson's Advice.
Terms Uppson roused his parents' raff
When he wed a beauty of the stagoj
Thu he vaulted every social bar,
And "hitched his wagon to a slat"

iTommy Tucker.

y 40c.

,
Appllcaclon por Licencla de
pllego.
Certiflcado de Muerte, 4 pllego.
Certiflcado de Nacimento,
pllego.
Matrl-monio-

2

4

A Faulty Diagnosis.

"The trouble with you," said the
doctor, after he had removed his thermometer from beneath her tongue, "is
that you have a subnormal temperature."
"I don't consider that a serious
symptom." she coldly replied. "I am

Official Warning.
The first heat of the famous

Registraclon de Falleclmentos

y

Muertes, 25c.
Hare
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
and Tortoise race was a matter of Civil, $4.
history.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
The bookmakers were up In the air. Nos. 1 and 2, full
leather, $5.50 a vot
The Tortoise a
shot had ume; 3 to 12 inclusive, S3. 30 each;
won under a pulL
Money's Digest of New Mexico ReThe entries were at the post for the
full sheet, $6.50. Postage
ports,
second heat
Retail Liquor License. 50 in Book,
Calling the Hare to the Judges' S3.00.
He Often when I look up at the
stars in the firmament I cannot help 6tand, the official starter spake thus:
"Take it from me. Hare, if you lose Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
thinking how smalL. how Insignificant
I am after all.
this time that gag about being 25c each.
Notification of Change In AssessShe Gracious! Doesn't that thourht drugged wont go. See!"
ment by Assessor, 100 In Book. $3.75.
ever strike you except when you look
General License, 50 la Book, $3.00.
at the stars in the firmament?
Hope.
Assessor's Notice vi Arsssment,
"Dont you know that the hairs on 100 in Book. 75c.
your head are numbered?"
RATHER FAST.
County Superintendent's Warrant,
"I s'pose they are."
50 In Book. 35c.
"Don't you know that the number of
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Book. 25c.
your years are entered in that great
Poll Books for City
Election, 8
book?"
pages, 50c.
"Yep but these here
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
Is all numbered an' registered, too.
What's the use? Them Aggers Is al- pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Diways covered up with grease an' mud
so that th recordin' angel couldnt rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
100-to- -l

ifrom Boston."

"Minks plays golf so well he ought

to he a professional."

Catering to the Public.
"Yes, I suggested It to him, but he
"See here," said the theatrical man- says nothing would Induce him to
ager, "you'll have to cut out these old work so hard in hot weather."
Jokes."
"But what am I to use In their
place?" queried the comedian.
What They Thought
"Substitute some older ones," reWife
How people gaze at my new
m.
the
"The publio likes a
plied
hat. I suppose they think I have been
change once in a while."

t

Conversely.

shopping in Paris.
Husband
More likely they wonder
If I've been robbing a bank.

"What is happiness?" was recently
lasked of John D. Rockefeller.

MOURNING.

"Giving It," he replied,
epigram-tlcallIf that is so, how may we
lepigrammatlze about unhapplness?
TJnhappiness, perhaps, is getting It
or keeping It or getting it to
give.

"A splendid stroke! Did you follow
the ball, caddie?"
"No, sir, but I think that gentleman
with the red coat can tell you where It
"So Reggy asked Helen's father for
her band. Did he make a hit with the struck. I see him feelin' of his head."
old gentleman?"
'1 Judge so. He was running and
WISE TOMMY
sliding for home when I saw him."
ACIDULOUS

s

OBSERVATION.

30c

read em.'

life.

NOT IN HER SET.

A SEASIDE SUBSTITUTE.

and

40c.

Road Supervisor's
Book, 25c

In

50

Receipt,

Stamps, Etc.
One line stamp, not over 2
inches
long, 15c; each addilonal line, 10c
2

extra.

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1 00.

Regular line daters, for ten years.

Ntk'

35c.

Facsimile signature etamps, with
wood cut, $1.50.
Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
other office supplies, on application.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
full sheet
Replevin Bond,
sheet
Execution Forcible Entry and De

"What Is the fastest run your auto
Tommy, your sister
. vi--uiruu.v
- ever made?'
w we tiut a
"It ran me $200 in debt the first
day present.
ek I had it"
Tommy She did the um. thin
lor Mr. Jenks last year, and he gave
her back on her birthday.
ALWAYS NEW
Sister's Beau

He

hna o-trtvar.
- w

So you say my friend Cholly Is

dead one.

if

She Why, I should say he was.
Why, when he calls I always wear
black.

iMA
Str6'

Three "Masterpiece.
Picture Dealer That will be 15,000
francs, and I guarantee them all as
absolutely authentic.
Customer Well, I think I'll only
take the middle one.
Helen She's a great favorite with
Dealer I can't let you do that.
That's the most genuine one of the
every girl here.
lot Pele Mele.
Marjorle Indeed I Why?
Helen Because she's so ""rmtph-lookln-

Mrs. Brown

Why Is Mr. Weak so
anxious to umpire a baseball game?
Mrs. Wise Because It's the only
chance he gets to have the last word.

uu bomi

NOT QUITE

i

Revamped.
Xhtrre is so much good In the beat of us.
And so much bad In the worst of us,
(Why not call It an age of specialization.
And let it so at that?
Blank Verse.
Poet You published a summer seaside poem of mine last week. You pay
according to the kind of verse, don't

you?
T
Editor Yes. George, give the
a blank check.

birthday.
Hubby Why, a year ago. Just before
our wedding, you told me you were
twenty."
Y. W. Yes, but we women age rap.
He Cant.
Caller Yon never let a chance go Idly after marriage.
by to make a Joke, do you?
Prof. Humorist You mean a dolThe Philosopher or Forty,
"There's only one thing worse than
lar.
being busted," says the Philosopher
'
of Folly, "and that Is, not having
Pun.
Airy
icsedtt."
old
btowtiead
he
same
"He's the
used to he. Isn't her
U "Yes, he's as windy as sephy."
Opened Hie Eyes.
"How long has Blffklna been view
tlfted.
"What makes you think your land- -, ;iag with alarm?"
"Ever 'since he became the father
lady Is In the uplift movement?"
The increase in the price of board.' of twins."
twenty-fift-

'

il

4

sheet

sheet
Subpoena,
4
J. P. Complaint,
Capias Complaint, 4
4

1--

Search Warrant,

2

sheet
sheet
sheet

School Blanks.

Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teachers' Certificate, 2 sheet
Contract for School Teacher.
2

Grace

Ethel has married a
wno neither drinks nor gambles.
Phoebe Dear me! How did she sheet
ever happen to meet him?
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Teachers, 4 sheet
Welcome to the Cltyl
Oaths of School Director,
The chorus girl la back again,
sheet
'
Oh, see her witching smile!
Certificate of apportionment
of
As for her looks, I can't complain
School Funds,
sheet
When viewed at half a mile.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report
sheet
His Real Passion.
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
First Heiress I understand Count
De Macaroni is paying court to you. sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
Is he an ardent suitor?
Homestead Entry,
sheet
Second Heiress Oh, no, he's a fren-sle- d
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
financier.
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c
A Bachelor.
Bond to Keep the Peace, 12 sheet.
Bon Father, what's a bachelor?
Criminal
sheet
Complaint
Father A bachelor is a man who
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Commld never influence the right girl to
sheet.
plaint,
Moorage him to marry her.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum1--

1--

1--

;

4

2

4

4

ti--

1

1--

2

Added Years.
Young Wife Tomorrow will be my

gen-flam-

tainer,

CERTAIN

g.

Overworked.
The philosopher of the Philadelphia
Inquirer turns In his swivel chair and
remarks: "Divorce Is that somber
background that makes happy marriages stand out in bold relief."
But doesn't the philosopher begin
to think there is too much background and too little relief?

2

Jit

h

r

41--

4

4-

-

"That's an
Johnny Say, Pa, what's a blessing
magazine."
In disguise?
'It must be; every time I so by a
Mr. Feck (his pa) I don't know, sews stand I see a card saying that It
Is just out"
my boy, unless It's your mother.
Poor Man.

Foot Henpeck never will
be (Me.
,
i
in ftlKSl
AW B.IW Will,
Doctor Take this medicine after Wm
J
all his children are the kind
'
each meal.
That button up the baok.
Patient But my meals come mighty
:
iunreglar, doo.
A Touching Affair.
Doctor Well, take It before each
Griggs I see that by using a
Its Reaulremant.
stethoscope and a sensitive telephone
"An automatic nlano must hava a'
with persons suffering from
Er'ay,
tendency to make Its owners eon- -,
troubles, physicians ean keep to
oelted."
better touch with their patients.
Dlggs I wonder if the doctors wtn
"Why so?"
"Because. eeneaillv
thev- da -nut on touch them harder or oftener.! Yon-M- rs
sncn affi
Statesman.. .... ....
'

Oftener.

krr--

"

A
1

,

Qlvlng It Anyhow,
Doe our advtoe'
Do you much goodt
Tou ought to set
Your winter wood.

1-- 4

2

One Exception,

mons,

1--

4

sheet

4
"Jaggs says when there Is occasion
Acknowledgment,
sheet
for it there Is no man to whom he
Mortgage Deed, 2 sheet
Is
his
to
show
afraid
teeth."
'l
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
"I'll bet he hesitates about doing Clause,
6heet
It when the dentist Is getting his
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, l-- l
forceps ready."
sheet
Finding a New Ending.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
"I suppose you will end your bookt
Notice of Protest. 4 sheet
as usual, 'And they lived happily ever
Early In the Game.
afterward.'"
Neighbor Is any one sick over at sheet
"Ntt a bit of It, I will say: They your house, Johnny?
Warranty Deed, i sheet
are now happily married, but no man,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Johnny Dad's ailin' some.
knows what a day may bring forth.
Neighbor Is he very sick?
Application for Bounty for Kllllne
The author, however, hopes for the
Johnny Not yet. Th doctor only Wild Animate. 4 sheet
started t come this mornin'.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
1--

1-- 2

1-- 1

1--

1--

1--

1--

1-- 3
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
SUGAR

H',lb.

FOR SI. 00
-

STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
- Dz.
FRESH COLO. RANCH

EGGS

PURE LARD

31b. 50c 51b. 75c
!?nd 30c lb.

BACON
DRY SALT BACON
21

20

lb. 15c

101b.

-

60c.

-

45c
35c

-

201b.

1,45

2.85

PREMIUM HAMS 20c lb.

WE HAVE EVERTHING THERE IS TO
EAT AND OUR

Phone K o.

PRICES

ARE

RIGHT.

F. ANDREWS

4

THIRTEEN

FLAWS IN
CONSTITUTION.

Continued

from Page One.

mittee be appointed to draft a resolution urging Delegate Andrews to do
his utmost to preserve the rights of
New Mexico in the boundary dispute
The resolution went
with Texas.
through with a whoop not a single
vote being recorded against it. The
committee named consists of Isaac
Earth, N. B. Laughlin and J. H. Crist.
New Central Committee.
Upon motion of W. B. Walton, a
new central' committee was named,
each county selecting two members,
but as ten counties were not represented, the committee was not comand evpleted. Every
for congress was alery
so given a place on the committee
adwhich after the convention
journed, and despite the Sunday law,
organized by electing W. C. McDonald chairman, and Summers Burk-harsecretary; McDonald succeeding
W. B. Walton. It was the concensus
of the committee not to interfere in
way or the other and to assume an atBut
titude of masterly Inactivity.
many of the individual leaders will
take off their coats and fight for the
adoption of the constitution for they
realize that the only chance that New
Mexico Democracy has to rehabili
tate itself will come through statehood.
The Resolutions.
The resolutions declare that it Is
the sense of the delegates representing the majority of the Democrats of
New Mexico that they condemn the
t

THE REXALl

STORE

THE REXALL

STORE

CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

The 3fXOj2& Store
We have a small stock of Choice and well selected
goods suitable for CHRI6TMAS GIFTS and
invite you to inspect what we off er.
TOILET

BOXES.

PENS.

SAFETY

PERFUMERY. FOUNTMN
KODAKS
PIPES.
and FANCY

STATIONARY,
RAZORS.

constitution for just thirteen reasons:
First, because it Is difficult to
amend; second, because of the expensive system of judiciary provided and
the power given to the legislature to
increase the number of judges; third,
because the terms of the judges are
too long; fourth, because the legislative provisions are extravagant in that
they provide for just twice the number of legislators under the terri

CANDIES.

PACKAGE

ALL
A Large

NEW-- NO

LEFTOVERS

Assortment of Tajrs, Seals

&

FISCHER DRUG

Greeting Cards.

COMPANY
The

Store

$?XCliL

Store

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. If

MONDAY, DECEMBER

torial system; and that the salaries of placed on Saturday evening: Charles
the members are increased; fifth, be- F. Easley, of Santa Fe; A. A. Jonea
cause the compensation of the state and O. A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas;
officers is higher than the services are W. B. Walton of Silver City; J. K
worth; sixth, the salaries and expens- Crist, of Monero; J. G. Fitch of Soes of the corporation commission are corro; W. S. Hopewell, O. N. Marron
higher than is necessary; seventh, be- and H. B. Fergusson of Albuquerque.
cause the burden of taxation will be To these members named by the conincreased under state government; vention, the committee added a large
eighth, because the board of equaliza number of others. The following
tion consists entirely of elected off- counties named their committeemen in
icers who may have campaign debts the convention, while the others will
to pay and thus be under obligation announce their members later: Berna
to the people and corporations whose lillo, Isaac Barth and A. Fleischer of
Colfax, John Morrow
taxes they are called upon to fix; Albuquerque.
ninth, because the apportionment for of Raton and Julius Uhlfelder of
Curry, O. L. Owen of
legislative and judicial purposes is Elizabethtown.
Texi-co- .
inequitable; tenth, because It is held Clovis and John W. Childers of
Dona Ana, M. C. O'Hara and J.
that there is no limit on county or
municipal indebtedness; eleventh, be- H. Paxton of Las Cruces. Grant, Cocause of the absence of direct legisla lin Neblett and John L. Burnside of
tion, direct primaries and the advis- Silver City. Guadalupe, Frank Trex-le- r
of Vaughn and Manuel B. Baca of
ory selection of United States senators; twelfth, because the constitu- Santa Rosa. Lincoln, W. C. McDontion does not provide for a corrupt ald of Carrizozo, and Porflrio Chaves
practices act; thirteenth, and this is of Lincoln. Luna, J. A. Mahoney and
held to be the prize joker, so few of J N. Upton of Deming. Mora, Euge-niRomero and Ambrosio Rael. Rio
the delegates know just exactly what
It means. The constitution is objected Arriba, Jose R. Martinez, Jr., of Tier-- '
to in the thirteenth place because ra Amarilia and Jose M. Lopez of Cha--j
the manner of selecting the lands mita. Roosevelt, A. J. Givens of Elida,
San
granted by the United .States does not Jand Cole Howard of Portales.
,
comply with the terms of the enabling Juan. Walter M. Danburg of Farming-tonand M. D. Taylor, Aztec. Santa
act. This, it was held, would prevent
the new state from acquiring
the Fe, Arthur Seligman and Marcelino
lands so granted possibly for years Garcia of Santa Fe San Miguel, X
and thus deprive the state and its in- D. Hand of Los Alamos and E. C. de
'
stitutions from the revenue expected Baca of East Las Vegas. Torrance,
F. F. Jennings of Willard, and C. R.
for this source.
For all these reasons the conven- Easley of Estancia.
Taos Richard F. Oakley, Taos;
tion declared that it was for the best
interests of New Mexico that the con- Juan N. Vigil, Talpa.
stitution should be rejected, and all
good citizens are urged to vote and
act accordingly.
It is declared that
the party fealty of no person shall be
(Continued From Page Five.)
questioned in consequence of his vote
on the constitution, but all good DemLucky Not Sunny Jim Every one
ocrats are urged to help reject the in- has heard of Sunny Jim, who had
strument in order that the convention vigor and vim. See Lucky Jim
at the Elks' tonight. The picmay reassemble and wrte a constitution in accord with the wishes of the ture was made in Santa Fe.
people as expressed at the polls on
Fresh candy, Liggett's, Allegretti's,
January 21.
&Hughes,' have just arrived by exThe New Central Committee.
press at FISCHER DRUG CO S REOn the committee at large were XALL Store.

INDIAN TURQUOISE TAKERS
34; Grt Nor., Pfd 124
South Pac.
ARE NOT A MYTH. 115
New York, Dec. 19. Lead quiet 445
Continued from Page One.
455; Standard copper easy.
Spot
morning by Deputy Sheriff Montoyaj 12.2012.3o; Jan. 12.2.512.35; Silver
of Cerrillos. They will probably be 54 314.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
given a hearing today or tomorrow
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19. Wheat May
and U. S. Attorney Francis C. Wilson
95
July 92
will represent them.
Corn May
A representative of the New MexiJuly 47
July 47
can interviewed one of the Indians
Oats May 33
this afternoon in jail. He, like his
July 33
Pork Jan. 19.43; May 18.15.
three companions of turquoise taking
Lard Jan. 10.40. May 10.07
propensities, wore, a red scarf around
Ribs Jan. 10.271-2- ; May 9.621-his black locks, and held a lighted
cigarette in his mouth. The red man 65.
WOOL MARKET.
punctuated his sentences with puffs
St. Louis Wool steady.
from this cigarette. "My name it is
Territory
Marcial Quintana," said the Indian. "1 and western mediums
2122; fine
live at Cochiti.
I go to Turquoise mediums 1719; fine 1213.
mines to get turquoise, that is true
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City Cattle 10,000 includ-ingenough. We want turquoise. Indians
500 Southerns.
from Santo Domingo bring us turTen cents
Native
steers
quoise to Cochiti, that is true enough, higher.
$4.757;
but they ask big price for it. We hear southern steers 45.60; southern
this mine was open, and nobody cows 34.23; native cows heifers
watched it or care about it. We see $2.756; stockers feeders 45.25;
sheriffs coming but not try to escape. bulls ?3.504.75; calves
wesWe think we can get turquoise from tern cdws $2.754.75.
mine which nobody watched."
Hogs Receipts 8,000. Ten cents
Asked if he thought that the TiffaBulk $7.607.70;
higher.
heavy
nies had grown indifferent about their
$7.G57.70; packers butchers $7.G0
to
were
and
mines
willing
turquoise
?7.757.C5.
let the Indians remove the stones, 7.70; light
6,000. Ten
Sheep
Receipts
Quintana said that he did not think
lambs
that the Tiffanies or anybody else higher. Muttons $3.254;
cared if they went to the mine where $5.25 6; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.505.25; fed western ewes 3
were
471-8l--

i

8

l--

2

g

48;

j

cta

they

captured.

The other Indians said nothing leav
Chicago Cattle
Receipts 19,000.
ing it to Quintana to do the talking. Market ten cents higher.
Beeves
be
Quintana asked that a message
KSif7 K5- - Texas steers Ji.10Si5.25:
id
sent to Mr. Wilson to call on them
western steers. $4.105.90; stockers
this afternoon if possible.
cows

inor City Topics

how-eve-

19, 1910.
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MONEY AND METALS.
New York Call money
cent.

Prime mercantile paper
cent.

33

2

per

5

2

per

5

N. Y. C. 113; Un.
Amal. 64
Pac. 171
Sugar 114 bid;; Nor.
Atchison 101
Pac. 116; Steel 73
Steel pfd. 116
78; Reading 150

heifers $2.40
feeders $3.355.80;
6.10; calves $7.259.25.
Hogs Receipts 30,000. Market ten
cents higgher. Light $7.407.50;
mixed $7.407.80; heavy $7.407.75;
good to choice
rough $7.407.55;
heavy 7.757.75; pigs 6.807.75; bulk
$7.60.7.70.
Market
Sheep Receipts 26,000.
ten cents higher. Native $2.504.40;
western ?2.6o4.40; yearlings $4.40
5.75lambs native $4.256.40; western $4.506.35.

A FEW MORE SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
HP

j
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fit
WHERE CHRISTMAS

GIFTS

REPRESENT

FOR THE SWETEST GIRL
r

iwsf&

ACTUAL VALUE

FOR THE GIRL'S SWEET HEART

OR THE DEAREST WIFE,

"a

kfMm

OR

THE WOMAN'S HUSBAND
OR FATHER!

OR MOTHER!

pa

Salad Forks,
Sandwich Trays,
Silver Deposit Cologne bottles,
Costers.
After Dinner Sets,
Novelties,
Coffee & Tea Sets,
Sterling Water Pitchers,
Flat Wear,
Sugar and Creams,
Bracelets,
Candelabra,
Veil Pins & Beauty Pins,
Lavaliers,
Souvenir Spoons,
Brooches in Turquoise & Filigree Jewelry, & Novelties.

CUT GLASS

DIAMONDS

Our name on a box
a guarantee cf

8, SPITZ, Manufacturing

Value and Beauty

fa

READING LAMPS,
Silver Deposit Scotch Sets,
Military, Cloth & Hat Brushes,
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Watches,
Manicure Pieces.
Chains,
Signet & Fancy Rings,
Turquoise Jewelry,
Pens. Desk Pieces.

Almond Sets,

Jeweler.

For 38

Hand Painted China

Sterling

&

CUT GLASS

Ebony Toilet Sets,

Years-S- ell

&

Giranteei

Jewelru

Our name on a box
a guarantee of
Value and Beauty
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off on
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every

dollars

worth

of

toys in our store. It
week or two until holiday trade
is osrer, rather than to have
Xmas toys left for next year
we extend offer of 25 per cent off
on every dollars worth of toys
in this Store. We a so mark
down every. article in hdies and
gents furnishing, dress goods

1
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is only a

Our assortment this
year is great deal
larger than last year
and are prepared to
fill needs of all.

TOYS

lit

f

'Si

1

rV 1

of

every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woaan shoes
in fact 67ery thing we have in
store at

1

4

15 per cent off

kT

,fJ

'

I

We believing in pushing
mdseat reduced price rather
than to have same, accumulate on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand by
every garment sold to give A
No. 1 satisfaction or money
back. Our Motto is Honesty
and satisfaction to one and
all.

Buy your Xmas gifts
now while stock i,
complete and do

not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you
can gel.

9fand dis,ay- - We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can C0J11E, SEE,
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